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Of all Ben Jonson's plays Knicoene. or The Silent Woman has
held the stage longest.

From the time that Dryden selected it

as the "pattern of a perfect play,"

and preferred it before all

other plays, as he did its author "in judgment before all other
poets," students of the theatre have accorded it an important place

1
in the history of comedy*

Coleridge left his opinion that "this

is to sy feelings the most entertaining of Old Ben’s comedies,
and, more than any other, would admit of being brought out anew,
if under the management of a judicious and stage-understanding
playwright."
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And three hundred years after its initial repre¬

sentation Aurelia Henry writes in the preface to her edition of
the plays
. . .its intrigue is the finest Jenson ever contrived;
it contains some of the most inimitable of his comic
characters, and at least one of the best situations any
comedy affords; it reflects with due subordination to
plot the manners of its age • . * it is of perennially
comic force, infinite in wit, and pervaded by a spirit
more nearly gay than any other work of Its author. In
addition to these excellences, and in part because of
them, Etdcoene is today the most actable stagepiece
from Jonson’s pen.-*

It has been a commonplace of criticism to contrast the sub¬
lime truths of Shakespeare with the surface art of Jonson, con¬
ditioned by the manners and morals of Jacobean London — an art
of and for its author’s day only.

But certainly we cannot con¬

sider the play of The Silent Woman a superficial comedy of manners
that failed to outlast Jonson’s generation.

It does not, to

be sure, stand first among his plays in intellectual grasp or
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moral greatness? its satire has the tone of ridicule rather than
moral indignation*

To the casual reader or observer it is

hilarious fun, a Titanic show, an elaborate display of seventeenth
century manners*
. » . its scene is London, and, vdth a minuteness that
is astounding, the city is portrayed bustling vdth
life and laughter* Streets are noisy vdth tradesman,
showmen, bearwards, gallants on horseback, and ladies
in coaches? Whitehall., Paris Garden, and the Cockpit
teem vdth pleasure-seeking courtier’s, citizens, and
apprentices.^
But of this superficial and somewhat theatrical London of Bplcoene
T. S. Eliot says*
This superficies of Jonson is solid. It is what it
is; it does not pretend to be another thing,
...it
is so very conscious and deliberate that we must look
vdth eyes alert to the whole before we apprehend the
significance of any part* We cannot call a man's
work superficial when it is the creation of a world?
a man cannot be accused of dealing superficially with
the world which he himself has created; the superficies
is the world. 5
In other words, beneath the polished veneer of Jonson* s comedy
there is a depth and meaning which even serious students seldom
recognise*

Certainly within the design of the whole there is

something which makes for lasting appeal in the theatre,

Bearing

in mind the long and successful stage history of The Silent
Woman* we can but agree with Professor Gayley that "ranch as the
colour of the whole is enhanced by splashes of Jacobean life, it
is not as a comedy of bourgeois London that the play carries con-

6
viction, but as a comedy of universal humor.,f

It is the aim of this paper to trace the stage history of
The Silent toman from the day it opened, through the period of

3

the Restoration and the eighteenth century, to the present day.
We shall attempt to define tho acting tradition and the tastes
of th© playgoer, both of which necessarily condition th© popu¬
larity or unpopularity of the play for each period.

We shall treat

in greatest detail the Jacobean period — not only because the
play is a product of that age, but also because it was, of all
Jenson* s' dramas, "listened to with most pleasure in its author’s
day.
The history of the dram cannot be thoroughly understood
vdthout the history of the theatre, though the former may be for
all tine and the latter but of a day or at best a generation.
Certain it is that theatrical conditions, and the tastes and pre¬
dilections of audiences, have determined the course of dramatic
history almost from its beginnings.
There are few who do not feel the glamour of the footlights
and of the lights and shadows in the wings, the fascination of
the great world behind the curtain. Unfortunately, we cannot
tope to recapture the fabled glamour of the theatre of bygone days.
The art of the theatre is the most ephemeral of all the arts*
It leaves no material remains to posterity — as does painting,
say, or music; but dies with its creator, and ofton-timeo sooner
than that.

From histories of the theatre, stag© annals, and

critical material we must take the facts upon which we base a
historical reconstruction of the theatre*
It would be convenient, if, in glancing back through centuries,
it -were possible to trace a slow but steady progress in the

4
skill of performers of Epieoene — if each generation could be
seen to be a bit ahead of the preceding one.
its history has developed,

But that is not how

it one period or another, some way

of playing is used by an actor of great gifts, or by a group of
such actors.

But they have copyists who gradually get a dimmer

view of what they meant to copy; and so what started at white heat
in some individual peters out in habits of rules*

Then, some¬

where another originator springs up, and that is the beginning of
a new cycle,

A study of acting tradition really resolves itself

into a study of acting — that is, how individuals have practiced
it.

"Acting is not a series of tricks, but the total of a players

reaction to life,”

8

That is why this art cannot be examined

apart from the people who make it,

"All theories are gray and

9
dim," wrote Goethe, "but the tree of life is green,"

5

I
Of the art of Jenson and his contemporary dramatists E. E#
Stoll has written: "It was local but public, and interested and
embraced fairly the whole city, a living thing.

10

time as well as of the place . .

It was of the

In London there was a pre¬

vailing style — with personal variations, of course, as in
clothes, and speech, and manners.

There were many artists, not

few; and just as today in a family where there is a good musician
there is a general appreciation of music, so there was then an
artistic spirit pervading the town.

And the public, steeped in

its atmosphere and traditions, reacted to it
a single voice.

spontaneously and in

In the theatre, stage and house were in sympathy

and had perfect understanding between them; they were, for a
couple of hours that are bat as moments, at one.

Of course, the

public was then far smaller than it is today, and it was less
difficult to gather it together, all with one accord.

These people responded to beauty in art as quickly as they
did to it in life.

They entered into the spirit of the play be¬

fore them, played it in imagination themselves, and so helped the
actors to play it.

The Londoner of Jonson’s day loudly and

enthusiastically proclaimed his pleasure after a good speech or
a fine bit of acting; he laughed, wept, or hissed, as he should
do.

Drama ■sms for him a part of life.

We find recorded on the title-page of the Folio of 1616 the
first performance of Eplcoene, or The Silent Woman —

"Acted in

the yeere 1609 by the Ghildren of her ilalesties Revels,However,

6

we must list the play as a production of 1610, since the folio
dates are all reckoned in the old style.

According to E, K*

Chambers and the system of dating ordinarily adopted by Jonson
in this Folio, ”’1609‘ should mean 16G9 end not 1609-16W12
let the actors were not entitled to call themselves *of the Revels*
during 1609,

We are fairly certain, in view of the title-pages

of subsequent plays, that a number of indiscretions committed by
the children*s company in the years 1605 and 1606 had cost it the
13
direct patronage of the Queen, which was not restored until 161Q»
That the company was the Queen* s Revel Roys we know from the statement of the title-page, and the appended list of actors,

14

le

also know that the comedy appeared at the Ihitefriars Theatre
from a reference in the Prologue to the “daughters of Whitefrairs."
Mow on January 4, 1609/10 Ihitefrairs Theatre was leased by Philip
Rossiter and several other menj and very soon after, the boys
were permanently established there — and were entitled once more
to call themselves Children of the Queen’s Revels:
, , . know® ye that wee haue appoynted and authorised,
and by theis presentes do authorize and appoynte the
said Robert Daborne, Phillipp Rosseter, lohn Tarbuck,
Richard Iones, and Robert Brown from tyms to tyme to
provide keepe and bring vpp a convenient noaber of
children, and them to practice and exercise in the
quality of playing, by the name of Children of the Revells to the Queene, within the white ffryers in the
Suburbs of our Cltty of London, or in any other convenyent place where they shall thinke fitt for that
purpose
So our play must have been presented after January 4, when Ros¬
siter leased the theatre, and before the opening of the new
year on March 25,

We find no internal evidence pointing to

15

1

January, February, or March as the month of its appearance.

The

various references to the recent plague are accounted for by the
revival of ’the sickness*

,17
in September, 1609*

Eplcoene* then, was written toward the close of 1609, and
first presented at Whitefrairs by the Children of her Majesty’s
Revels between January 4 and March 25 of the year 1610.

It was

entered in the Stationers * Register September 10, 1610, a half
year or more after its first appearance on the stage.

Let us examine, to begin with, the physical factors which
necessarily conditioned this first production of our play.

It

will, perhaps, help us form some general idea of the theatre of
Jonson’s tame.

Whitefriars, scene of the 1610 performance, was

located just outside the city wall to the west, and was once the
18
site of a monastery belonging to the order of White Friarsj
but in Elisabeth’s time most of the old buildings had been dis¬
mantled and, in their place, as Stow tells us, were "many fair
■ 19
houses builded, lodgings for noblemen and othersThe priv¬
ileges of sanctuary, which this precinct possessed, were in 1608
confirmed by grant of King James I — "a fact which made Ihitefriars, like Blackfriars, a desirable refuge for players seeking

20
to escape the hostility of the city authorities."

Walter

Scott’s Fortunes •of Bigel describes the liberty in detail at the

21
time of James I. Inhabitants of the district gave it the cant
name of "Alsatia."

Debtors, gamblers, prostitutes, and rascals

of every description, formed here a community of their own,
adopted the language of pickpockets, and openly resisted execu-

8

tion of the law.

From an early seventeenth century survey of

the Whitefriars property we are able to place the exact part of
the monastery used as a playhouse,^ It is a room approximately
thirty-five feet in width and eighty-five feet in length, seating
about twelve hundred people.

In J, P. Collier*s New Facts the

following description is given, an extract from ”an original sur¬
vey of some part of the precinct, made in March, 1616:"
The theatre is situate near vnto the Bishopps House,
and TO in former times a hall or refectorie belong¬
ing to the dissolved Monastery, It hath beene vaed
as a place for the presentation of playes and enterludes for more then 30 yeares, last by the Children
of her lajestie. It hath little or no furniture for
a playhouse, saving an old tottered curten, some de¬
cayed benches, and a few worne out properties and peeces
of Arras for hangings to the stage and tire house.
The raine lath made its way in and if it bee not re¬
paired, it must soone be plucked downe or it will fall.2^
The general excellence of Whitefriars, however, may be inferred
from the fact that it ms ’’leased at fifty pounds per annum,
whereas Blackfriars, in a more desirable location and fully
25
equipped as a theatre, was isnted for only forty pounds,”
Although the different acting companies cannot be said to
have specialized in separate branches of the drama, the special
publics which attended the various theatres were nevertheless
very different from one another.

The Ihitefriars was a -private

house — plays were acted there in a covered hall by artificial
light.

Apparently the boy companies acted only in such private

theatres.

26

Their performances did not necessarily take place

every day, and they could begin rather later and go on rather
longer than those which were dependent on daylight.

Prince Otho

9

of Hesse-Cassel says that the Ihitefriars plays were at three

tainly used, for we hear of them being clapped down to give the
illusion of night-scenes*

Thomas Dekker remarks in his treatise

Seven Deadly Sins of London?
All the 01tty lookt like a priuate Play-house, when
the windows are clapt down, as if some Kocfcumall,
or dismal Tragedy were presently to be acted*28
Gandies and torches supplied an artificial lighting,

Hesse-

Cassel observed that the Khitefriars play were "nur bei lichterm," 29 Later, in Fair Virtue* George Wither spoke of

And Lenton noted
* , .spangled, rare perfumed attires, _
Which once so glistered at the torchy Friars.
The higher social station and more refined manners of the audience
are frequently mentioned as an advantage of the private theatres.
There is a famous passage in Jack Drones Entertainment where the
author speaks of the "gentle audience" at the childrens theatre,
where one runs no risk of sitting next to dirty and evil-smelling
3?
persons. ~ And in the prologue written for the production of
Cynthia’s Revels* Jonson speaks of the
Gracious silence, sweet attention,
Quick sight and quicker apprehension-5,5
which distinguished the audience of the Children of the Revels.
Gerschow tells us that the children’s theatres were frequented
Cl

by respectable women*

And the price of the seats, which ranged

from 6d. to 2s*6d,, was of itself sufficient to keep out most
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persons of the "groundling" type.

Some of the characteristics of the public theatres, however,
repeated themselves at the private ones,

Rostand has left us a

vivid picture of the general conduct of a Renaissance audience in
Cyrano de Bergerac,
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There were numerous distractions which

rendered very close attention to the play out of the question.
Gosson recorded that
In our assemblies at plays in London you shall see
such heaving and shoving, such ytching and shouldering
to sytte by women, such care of their- garments that
they be not trode onj . . . such ticking, such toying,
such sailing, such winking . . . that it is right
comedie to mark their behaviour,3o
Beer-drinking and tobacco smoking went on before and during the
performances.

Oranges, apples and cake, nonpareils, peaches, snuff,

prologue and epilogue sheets, programmes,- and playbooks or ’books
o’ songs,* were hawked up and down by the orange girls — whose
services, indeed, seem to have been utilized also in less inno¬
cent transactions.

Much of the confusion which existed among the

groundlings at the public theatres undoubtedly did not repeat it¬
self at the private houses, though; for here, the spectators sat
instead of standing in the "middle region" or pit.
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Thus,

there was relatively no moving about in this part of the house,
But the stage could be occupied at the sides by spectators, and
the literature of the time contains many allusions to the behaviour
of the gallants who delighted in displaying themselves and their
elegant clothes from this vantage point.

For this purpose, at an

extra charge of sixpence, they had a stool brought by a boy, who
was further useful in filling and lighting their pipes.

38

The

u
Italian Busino praises the attention with which fine gentle¬
men in elegant attire listened to the plays.^9

Ben Jonson,

however, who undoubtedly did not find them favorable to his style,
often railed against

rt

the barbarous and capricious gallants*’

and refused to recognize any difference between them and the com¬
mon herd.^®

In the prologue to Cynthia’s Revels he protests,

rt
too, against seats being placed on the stage.

An interesting

account of the behaviour of the audience in this part of the
theatre occurs in The Gull’s Hornbook;
* . . let our Gallant . . , presently aduance him¬
self© vp to the Throne of the Stage, I meane not
into the Lords roome, [[which is now but the Stages
Suburbs!«
Ho, those boxes, by the iniquity of
customs, conspiracy of waiting-women and GentlemanUshers, that there sweat together, and the couitousnes
of Sharers, are contemptibly thrust into the reare,
and much new Sattan is there damb by being smothred
to death in darknesse, But on the very Rushes where
the Comedy is to daunce, yea and vnder the state of
Cambises himself© must our fethered Estridge, like
a peece of ordnance be planted valiantly ([because im¬
pudently! beating downe the mewes and hisses of the
opposed rascality.42

In Jenson’s day as in our own, the theatre’s most important
unit of equipment was the actor.

A few general remarks about

actors and acting may enable us to form a fairly accurate con¬
clusion concerning Elizabethan histrionics at about the time of
Enicoene.

There were men of all sorts in this profession? a few

of them possessed great skill, while more than a few had distinctly
inferior gifts.

But they were all caught in the great rising

surge of English drama.

The theatre of that day was full of

imagination and vigor, qualities that were epidemic.

The tide

moved swiftly? plays were written, bought by rival companies, and
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produced in rapid succession.

The style of acting that matured

under these conditions ms probably more exuberant and less care¬
fully executed than that in our om theatres#

These players put

on performances at top speed, and never had time for finishing
touches*

Their stage and their audiences, moreover, demanded a

breadth of manner which is not needed today*

Perhaps a hint of

their spirit, tempered to the modem theatre, may fee caught in
the present Abbey Company of Dublin*

Maureen Delaney, of the Abbey

players, is a unique character-actress.

Her gestures are larger,

her emotions more unabashed* than is usual now in the English
speaking drama*

She blends broad humor with the bitterest tragedy,

She does not shrink from doing things that are sublime, but that
might easily slip over into being ridiculous.

Some such abounding

richness must have imbued the best players of Jonson’s day.

For

them a rolling poetic phrase was not a thing to be approached with
misgivings — it was very nearly their native speech,

Tfithin don-

eon* s lifetime, actors were to bring their art to so high a state
that their tradition would be carried on by their apprentices and
followers for years after them,

A mark of good acting that is easy to put one’s finger on
is the player’s ability to convince his audience that he is his
port*

This standard of acting is widely accepted in the modern

theatre*

But can it apply to players of the old tradition?

Does

it fit in with the tumult and shouting which we may incline to
believe was the stock-in-trade of old-timers?

It may be necessary

to modify one’s notion about performers of the past.

The poor

13

player who struts his little hour pas a commonplace to the poets
of Jacobean London, and so pas the “wlthout-book prologue, faint¬
ly spoke after the prompter*"
dramatic imagination could do*

But they also knew what genuine
In the Induction of The Taming of

the Shrew an itinerant theatrical troupe encounters a lord on his
way bee© from hunting,

the nobleman, it appears from his remarks,

is a frequenter of playhouses and an interested and critical ob¬
server of the actor* s art*
lord — Bo you intend to stay with me tonight?
Second Player — So please your lordship to accept our duty*
Lord — Kith all my heart* this fellow I remember
Sine® first he played a farmer’s eldest son:♦Twas where you woo’d the gentlewoman so well}
I have forgot your name; but sure that part
Was aptly fitted and naturally performed*
First Player — I think ’teas Soto that your honorjaeans*
lord — »fis very true: thou; didst it excellent.***
There is evidence that observers were also acquainted with that
merging of a player in his part, which Salvinl called trans¬
migration*

An incident in Hamlet makes this clear*

The First

Player recites a long speech about the Trojan fan and Hecuba’s
grief*

When it is over, Poloniuo, one of the spectators, looks

at the actor and says, “look whether he tots not turned colour and
has tears in’s eyes*Hamlet is aware of it too*

For afterward

he bitterly contrasts his own inability to be stirred by his father’s
murder with tee performer’s emotion for an imaginary event*
says:
Oh what a rogue and peasant slave am It
Is it not monstrous that this player here,
But in a fiction, in a dream of passion,
Could force his soul so to his own conceit
That from her working all his visage warm’d;
all for nothing!
For Hecuba!
Shat’s Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba,
'teat he should weep for her. ^

Be
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The heights a player* s imagination can reach depend on the
individual — not on the acting conventions which surround him.
The English theatre of that day flamed vd.th imagination.

It was

young and daring, the people in it thought all things possible to
them.

It was, indeed, the very atmosphere to develop lightning

strokes in its artists*
with bad acting}

But it was also plentifully supplied

we have Shakespeare’s word for that: "Oh there

be players 1 have seen play, and heard others praise, and that
highly," cries Hamlet, "that neither having the accent of Chris¬
tians, nor the gait of Christian, pagan, nor man, have so strut¬
ted and bellowed, that I have thought some of nature’s journey¬
men had made men and not made them well, they imitated humanity
so abominably,"

To this the First Player answers, "I hope we

have reformed that indifferently with us, sir,"^

The Player’s

cessment leads one to infer that the practice of strutting and
bellowing had been pretty thoroughly discussed by some groups of
London actors.

The faults of these players grew partly out of conditions
in the theatres,

The Shitefriars and other private theatres ac¬

comodated about twelve hundred people}^

and to be heard by so

large a crowd in a structure which had no acoustic properties re¬
quired volume of voice.

As we have observed before, there were

numerous distractions too*

It is small wonder, with the competing

interests among the onlookers, that players were tempted to intro¬
duce a little beilov&ng.

Having found that it caught people’s

attention, they probably indulged in a great deal sore of it.
Some of these players resorted to obvious tricks and gags to get
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laughs, or split the ears of the groundlings with their ranting,
!t

The twelve labours of Hercules have I terribly thundered on the

stage," confessed Robert Greene,^

nevertheless, other actors

wore capable of keen and pitying insight.

In his Apology for

Actors, Thoms Haywood wrote of the joys of seeing a part con49
vincingly played, "as if the personator were the man personated,"

?ery often the comedians improvised as they went along, a
feat requiring nimble thinking and smoothness of execution#

It

was a practice mentioned in Antony and Cleopatra} "The quick COJBedians extemporally will stage us," says Cleopatra,

50

A slightly

bitter comment on comic acting at about this same time says,
"Clowns have been thrust into plays by head and shoulders, ever
since Kemp could cake a scurvy face » , . why, if thou canst but
draw thy mouth a-wry, lay thy leg over thy staff, saw a piece of
cheese asunder with thy dagger, or lap up drink on the earth, I
warrant thee they* 11 laugh mightily#

It is likely that the

writer had seen the foremost of clowns do these very things.

Presumably the younger members of the troupe did the women
They began with children1 s roles*

and girls.

Then, as they grew

to be ten, twelve, or fourteen, they were graduated into girls*
parts.^

Later still, those whose voices had changed were soon

playing men,

Thus, in the routine of almost all actors, they

served their turns as heroines.

Heroines, being important, It la

probable that a good deal of pains was taken long ago in training
talented boys for this work.

As evidence of the proficiency of

the English actors who appeared as women, it is usual to quote a

16

remark made in 1611 by the traveller Coryat, who during his stay
at Venice, was astonished to find that in the theatre there the
female roles were played as well by women as they were by men in

53
England*

We have the testimony of Pepys later in the century

as to the excellence of female impersonators, particularly Edward
Kynaston, who later assumed the title-role in Epicoene,^

Their

characterizations, though they had drawbacks, could not have been
as wooden and insensitive as we smugly suppose.

Let us turn now to the particular abilities and talents of
the Queen’s Revel Boys, who, at the time of the first performance
of Epicoene. were enjoying an enviable reputation in London,
Robert Keysar, manager of the troupe, described them as ”a company
of the most expert and skillful actors within the realm of England,
to the number of eighteen or twenty persons, all or most of them,
*r

trained up in that service in the reign of the late Queen Elizabeth for ten years together,”

55

Gerschow, who was in England

when the company acted under the name of Children, of the Chapel,
spoke very highly of their talentsj he says that they were trained
for the royal service in music and singing, and — in order to
acquire a graceful and easy carriage, or ’’practice courtly manners"
as he puts it — were obliged to perform in a comedy once a week;
thus the children’s comedies had the advantage of affording a more
uncommon kind of pleasure than ordinary performances.

We also learn

from him that in plays acted by these boys, "profitable arguments
and much fine instruction would appear to be treated of,”^
Frequently boys were forcibly impressed by the choirmaster, in
order to obtain fresh musical and histrionic talent for the company;

17

that this practice continued to be carried on with the most brutal
callousness is shown especially clearly by the records of a lawsuit
between the father of a boy named Clifton, who had been kidnapped,
57
and the master of the chapel.
One of the boys who met this fate
was Nathaniel Field, a pupil at Mulcaster’s School, and the son
of a Puritan divine, who had written against the theatre} young
Field was the foremost actor of the Queen’s Revel Boys and assumed
50
the leading role in our play.
Many members of these juvenile
companies seem to have remained with them after their school days
were at an end and they had lost the children’s voices which were
supposed to justify their inclusion in the choirj

Field, for

instance, was in his twenty-third year when he took part in.
Btdcoene.

He subsequently joined Shakespeare’s company along

with several others, notably Underwood and Ostler, who had also
taken part in Ben Jonson’s satirical comedies,

Shakespeare was

thus justified when he said in Hamlet that the children who had
cried down the adult players would themselves be forced to join
their number when their voices had broken, and that thus ”their
writers do them wrong, to make them exclaim against their own
succession.rt59
These boys, who were under the protection of the
Queen, were the leading children’s company of London — and were
without doubt ’’the little eyases” of whom Shakespeare spoke.^
The Hamlet allusion is echoed in Middleton’s advice to a gallant,
to drop in "if his humor so serve him ... where he should see
a nest of boys able to ravish a man.”61
Shortly before the first production of Bpicoene, Philip

18

Rossiter, sharer in the Children of the Queen’s Revels, carried
out a scheme for buying off with a ’’dead rent” the possible com¬
petition of the Paul’s Boys.

The plan is thus recorded by Richard

Burbage and John Herainges:
... One Mr. Rosseter, a partner of the said coirpl&inant
dealt for and compounded with the said Mr, Pierce plaster
of the Paul’s Boys} to the only benefit of him, the said
Rosseter, the now complainant, the rest of their partners
and company, and without the privity, knowledge, or con¬
sent of these defendants, or any of them, and that there¬
by they, the said complainant and the said Rosseter and
their partners and company might advance their gains and
profit;.to be had and made in their said house in Whitefriars,'.that there sight be a cessation of playing and
plays to be acted in the said house near St. Paul’s Church
aforesaid, for which the said Rosseter compounded vdth
the said Pierce to give him, the said Pierce, Twenty pounds
per annum.62
By this means, Rossiter disposed of the most important rivals of
the Children of her Majesty’s Revels.

According to E. 1C. Chambers the boy’s companies were much
more under the influence of the poets than were their adult rivals.
Suggestions of the poets were probably carried out far more will¬
ingly by the Children.

It is noteworthy that plays written for

them got published much more rapidly than the King’s or Prince’s
Men ever penult ted.

And it is known that as soon as Marston and

other poets began working for the Children they acquired a
financial interest in the undertaking,^

Miss Henry’s statement

that Jonson’s supervision and patronage of the Revel Boys were
pointed at in the conversation between Hamlet and the players is
quite plausible.
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The English references to the coaching of

actors are all based on comparatively late tradition? but we have
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no reason to doubt the testimony of Aubrey that Ben Jonson was
not a good actor but an excellent "instructor,1"
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From the title-page of the Folio of 1616 we learn that in
the first production of Erdcoene "the principal! comoedians were,

Nat, Field, Gil, Carle, Hvg, Attawel, loh* Smith, Sill. Barksted,
Will, Pen, Ric, Allin, and loh, Blaney.»
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The acting was probably

good; for, as m have seen, the Queen*s Revel Boys were of ability
to do justice to the performance,

Gifford calls attention to the

fact that Gil, Carie, Hvg# Attawel, and fill. Pen are recorded
among the principal performers in the dramas of Beaumont and
Fletcher,

Otherwise, of Carie and Pen there is nothing known.

The reference to Attawell in Eplcoene is the first memorandum of
him in his profession,^

There is extant, however, a funeral

elegy by William Rowley upon the death of Hugh Attawell, "servant
70
of Prince Charles,'* September 25# 1621,

As for John Smith,

fate has succeeded in concealing this member of the Revels Boys
by naming him Smith,

Just when Will, Barksted lived, or what he achieved in lit¬
erature, is not known, but we may judge by the two compositions
authoritatively ascribed to him, Mirrha, the Mother of Adonis;
or Lustus Prodegies and Hiren or the Falra Greeke,

Bulien, in

the Introduction to his edition of Marston, writes: "The trag¬
edy of The Insatiate Countess was published in 1613, with larston’s name on the title-page .

, ,

The play was reprinted in

1631, and Marston*s name is found on the title-page of most copies
of that edition; but the Duke of Devonshire possesses a copy in
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which the author’s name is given as William Barksteed ,

* .

It is probable he is to be identified with the tilliam Barksted
or Backsted, who was one of Prince Henry’s players in March,
71
1615-16"

In conclusion, Sullen thinks the play was probably

left unfinished by Maraton, and that Barksted completed it.

But,

all things considered, his biographer in the Dictionary of National
Biography concludes that he was but ill-educated, and lacked
72
almost every requirement for a literary artist.

The names of loh. Blaney and lie. Allin are all that sur¬
vive them, unless the latter is identical with a boy whose good
speaking at the great Entertainment when James 1 entered London
caused Dekker to leave a record of it!
In the play Genius and Thamesis were the only speak¬
ers: Thamesis being presented by one of the Children
of her Malesties Revels; Genius by M. Allin [seruant
to the young Prince], his gratulatory speech [which
was deliuered with excellent Action, and a well tun’de
audible voyce] being to this effect . * . 73
74
The M. may, of course, stand for Master, as it does in Epicoene.
The King’s Entertainment was March 15, 1603, and Allen might have
become a member of the company before our play in 1610,

Hat Field, actor and playwright, was by far the most illustri¬
ous name connected with the Bevels Children.

In 1600 he was one

of the chapel children who brought out Cynthia’s Bevels,

and in
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1601, the Poetaster.

His first recorded part is the hero in

Chapman’s Bussy D’Ambois, which was printed in 1607,
the list in our comedy.

, and he heads

He is listed subsequently among the ac¬

tors prefixed to the 1623 Folio of Shakespeare,77 and Collier
■78
makes Field a member of His Majesty’s Players*

All the notices
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of him as an actor are uniformly in his praise*

Jonson thinks he

merits a place beside the great Bichard Burbagej the following
conversation occurs in Bartholomew Fain
Cokes*
Loath*
Cokes,

Which is your Burbage, now?
What laean you by that?
^
lour best actor, your Field?''

Flecknoe also ranks him with Burbage: **In this time were poets
and actors in their greatest flourish; Jonson aid Shakespeare,
with Beaumont and Fletcher, their poets, and Field and Burbage
their actors#**

BO

.

In the Prologue to Bussy DLAabola* Field is con-

memorated as the one
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whose action did first give it mime,**

and Chapman has some verses "To Bis Loved Son, Hat, Field, and his
Weathercock Soman,”
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Jonson, in his Conversations, said that

Bid Field was his schollar, and he had read to him the Satyres
of Horace, and some .Epigrams of Martiall,**^

Among the commend¬

atory verses gathered by Gifford for his edition will be found
those of Bat* Field "To his worthy and beloved friend Master Ben
A/

Jonson, on his Catiline*'1

Thus, there is evidence that mutual

admiration and respect existed between the two men*

There may-

even have been a relationship between the® not unlike that between
Shakespeare and Burbage,

Unfortunately, we are not able to match the comedians with
particular roles.
a conjecture.

In the case of Field, however, we may venture

He probably assumed the role of True-hit, a young

nobleman and motivator of the plot#

The excellence of his reputa¬

tion certainly points to an important part.

His age at the time

of the performance eliminates him from the title-role*

And
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Morose seems altogether unlikely — in view of his repeated suc¬
cesses as a young gallant.
unique and elegant

On the other hard, True-hit is a

r,

guHM — a part suited to Fields special

talents.

For our knowledge of the costumes and properties used by
these actors, m mat rely again upon general information.

Hr©

whole company dressed for the performance directly behind the
stage in a building called the Tiring-house.

It formed the per¬

manent rear wall of the scenes and had doors for entrances and
exits.
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This was not only a place to dress but also a storage

space for costumes and properties*

For although there was not,

scenery, all kinds of rocks, caves, thrones, chairs, draperies,
beds, and tombs were used to enhance illusion, Henslowe tells
us.w

These appliances were by no means intended to produce a

picturesque scenic effect in our sense of the word; they were
placed on the stage because they were necessary for the represen¬
tation of certain incidents in a play.

Th© Children of her Maj¬

esty’s Hevels and other companies which enjoyed royal patronage
received a regular stipend from the Lord Chamberlain for such
properties and for costumes.

This is very likely the reason that

their equipment has been described as more elaborate than that to
be found at the public theatres.

Their plays were acted against

an architectural background — but this did not represent a parti¬
cular place.

It was a permanent erection and remained the same

for every piece; the audience supplied the change by means of
their imagination*

Generally the scene was laid in no particular

place, and the audience could perfectly understand the incidents
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presented without imagining any special setting for them.

In.

Epicoene, for instance, those scenes which represent Morose talk¬
ing with his servants, his wife, or the wedding guests, could
only be localized, if anywhere, in the intimacy of his own house.
Occasionally a change of scene was indicated by fixing placards
above the stage entrances bearing the names of the different lo87
calities,

Ben Jenson, however, was praised for not continuing

any of these more obvious expedients,

Jasper Hayne wrote in a

commendatory poem to Jonsom
The stage was Mil the stage, two entrances gg
Were not two parts o’ the world, disjoined by seas.

Now according to Pepys and lilligrew, everything in the
Elizabethan theatre was as crude as in a bear-garden.
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This

view was quite in accord with Restoration opinion — but not, as
we shall see, with the facts.

. the loyal gentlemen of the

Restoration,” observes Alwin Thaler in his history of the drama,
’’exaggerated the glories of their time and place, and consciously
of otherwise belittled their predecessors, who had not the ines¬
timable advantage of the elegant polish that his Majesty and his
court had brought back with them out of France,”
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Gildon’s life

of Betterton informs us that Elizabethan audiences saw ”at best
some piece of old Tapistry fill’d with awkerd Figures, that would
almost fright”

them,91

And hi3 opinion is reechoed in a poem

called The Stage, addressed to Addison in 1713 by Dr, Reynardson:
Rough was the Language, unadorn’d the Stage
And mean?his Hero’s Dress in Shakespear’s Age:
Ho scepter*d Kings in Royal Robes were seen,
Scarce could their Guards defend their tinsel’d Queen,
Scarce could the House contain the list’ning Shoal,
Scarce had the raimick-Thunder, room to roll.92
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As a matter of actual fact, however, Gosaon, as early as 1531,
condemned in no uncertain terms "the preparation of Stages,
apparell, and such like as setteth out our plaies in shewes of
pompe and state, . . . the waste and expenses in these spectacles,
and « » , this study to prancke up themselves,"^ while Prynne,
in 1633, brought to bear the full force of his moral indignation
against "the common Actors" and their "Pompous, and stately shewes,
and Scenes, the effeminate, rich, and gorgious Attire: that glit"OA

tering and glorious Apparell,"

Henslowe repeatedly lent his

companies sums equivalent today to hundreds of dollars to buy
copper, lace, gold lace, silver lace, and silk and satin and cloth
of silver# 95 Dekker testifies to the same purpose. He advises
his Gull "above all" to "curse the sharers that whereas the same
day you had bestowed forty shillings on an embroudered Pelt and
Feather, (Scotch fashion), , , * within two hours after, you en¬
counter with the very same block on the stage, when the haber,
96
dasher swore to you the impression was extant but that morning,"
Apparently these managers sought no less than the moderns to make
the stage a glass of fashion, Of course, the Elizabethans did not
achieve the splendid extravagance of the Restoration — except
perhaps in court, masques — nor the costly but careful staging of
modern times.. Yet it would seem that with all their limitations
they knew almost as well as the most modern of modems how to
spend money lavishly in order to please an audience fond of gaudy
effects,
(

The production of our play in 1610 is not only generally
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representative of subsequent performances during the Jacobean
period, but it is also particularly significant as a first per¬
formance, an event of very special importance to the Elizabethan
play-goer*

In Jenson’s time patrons of the theatre demanded

many more new plays, proportionately, than any of their succes¬
sors, and they regarded a first performance as one not to be missed.
In his Jests. Dekker notes that pick-pockets are busiest "the
day the Lord Mayor takes his oath, a new play* or when some great
cause is hard at the Star Chamber,1* 97 and elsewhere, in observing
that hell is tisickly populated, he remarks that "it was a Comedy
to see what a crowding (as if it had been at a new Play! there
was upon the Acherontique Strondl"^8 The managers did their best
to make first performances fashionable and brilliants

even the

boy ushers were supplied with new gloves on such occasions, the
players were gorgeously costumed, and the prices were doubled.
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The public’s willingness to pay for novelties led the managers to
produce an astonishing number of new plays, and goes far to ex¬
plain the quantity, though not $he quality, of the Elizabethan
drama. More important for us, it helps in understanding why there
are not more recorded performances of single plays, in particu¬
lar of Bpicoene.

during the Jacobean period*

The daily change

of program proved by Henslowe1 s notes is perhaps the most striking
characteristic of the Elizabethan repertory. We know that
Shakespeare’s company, like that of Henslxroe, recognized the
practical value of novelty,

in 1601, when the Essex conspirators

urged them to act Richard II. they hesitated, "holding that play
to be so old and so long out of use that they should have small
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or no company at it**'

The ploy was then but six years old*

The

conspirators saw the point, however, and gave the players a special
subsidy of two pounds to protect them against the loss.
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It is

hardly conceivable that this practice should have differed from that
in vogue at the other theatres.

Hew plays were always in demand.

So far as Elizabethan time are concerned, we can hardly dwell too
forcibly upon the connection between the practice of charging
double at first performances and the rich and varied splendor of
the repertory.
Host important, among other considerations, is the reception
of Enicosne among those persons assembled at fhitefrlars for its
initial representation.

Certain manuscripts reveal that it very

definitely mat with disfavor in a particular circle. This does not.
however, indicate its general unpopularity, which Mr. T.S. Graves
has inferred in bis article
Stuart,”
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Jenson’s ScAcoene and Lady Arabella

As a matter of fact, the supposed suppression of the

play, so far as we are able to determine, was caused by the objec¬
tion of only one person*

Beaumont’s lines on the production seem

to imply that there were persons who detected satire in it*
Upon the Silent woman
Hear you bad Writers, and though you not see,
I vd.ll inform you where you happy be*
Provide the most malicious thoughts you can,
And bend them all against some private man,
To bring him, not his flees, on the Stage;
lour Envy shall be clad in some poor hags,
And your expressing of him shall be such.
That he himself shall think he hath no touch*
Where he that strongly writes, although he mean
To scourge but Vices in a labour’d Scene,
Yet private Faults shall be so well exprest
As men do act ’em, that each private Breast,
That finds these Errors in it self, shall say,
He meant me, not my Vices, in the Play,102
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Jonson himself wot© ‘‘another” prologue occasioned, he informs us,
by “some persons impertinent exception* "
The ends'of all, who for the Scene doe write,
Are, or should be, to profit, and delimit.
And still1t hath beene the praise of all best times,
So persons were not touch*d, to taxe the crimes*
Then, in this play, which we present to night,
And make the object of your eare, and sight,
OR forfeit of your seines, thinks nothing true*
lest so you make the maker to indge you*
For he knowes, Poet neuer credit gain’d
By writing truths, but things [like truths} well fain’d.
If any, yet, will (with particular slight
Of application} wrest what he doth writej
And that to meant or him, or her, will say*
They make a libell, which he made a play* ^
And there is a passage in the dedication to Sir Francis Stuart
prefixed to the 1616 folio edition of the play, in which we are
informed that Jonson had suffered "by an uncertaine accusation"
in connection with the production*"^

On February 18, 1610 Contarini and Corner, Venetian representa¬
tives in England, wrote as follows to the Doge and Senate*
Lady Arabella is seldom seen outside her rooms and lives
in greater dejection than ever.
She complains that in
a certain comedy the playwright introduced an allusion to
her person and the part played by the Prince of Moldavia*
The play was suppressed. Her Excellency is very ill
pleased and shows a determination in this coming Parlia¬
ment to secure the punishment of certain persons, we don’t
know who*105
We note that Eoicoene

was presented at a time which corresponds

approximately to the date of the objectionable performance men¬
tioned by Contarini and Gorrer.

The question now arises whether

the play contains in its present fora a passage that might have
offended Lady Arabella at this particular time.

Hr, Graves be¬

lieves that it does, and he cites the following lines*
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Mavis. Gentlemen, have any of you a pen-and-inke?
I would faine write out a riddle in Italian, for Sir
Dauphine to translate.
Clerimont.
Daw*

Hot I, in troth, lady; I am no scrivener.

I can furnish you, I thinke, lady.
(Exeunt Daw and Mavis')

Clerimont.
La-Foole.
Clerimont,

He has it in the haft of a knife, I beleeve.
Ho, he has his boxe of instruments,
Like a surgeon I

La-Foole.
For the mathematiques: his squire, his
compasses, his brasse pens, and black-lead, to draw
maps of every place and person where he1 comes.
Clerimont,

How, maps of personal

La-Foole. Tea, sir, of Homentaek, when he was here,
and of the Prince of Moldavia, and of his mistris,
Histris Epicoene,
[Re-enter Daw)
Clerimont, Away!
I hope,
La-Foole,

he has not found out her latitude,

You are a pleasant gentleman, sir,

concluding that?
, » . the last idea of La-Foole * s speech — "and of
the Prince of Moldavia, and of Ms mistris, Mistris v
Epicoene” — is rather peculiarly expressed, that the
expression ”his mistris" is (to be) associated with
"the Prince of Moldavia" until the words “Mistris
Epicoene” give a different turn to the meaning. Let
us suppose (he continues) that about the middle of
February, 1610, some actor speaking the lines should
have paused just before uttering the vrords "Mistris
1
Epicoene" or should have ommitted them altogether,
Whether or not such a thing occurred, it appears that the audience
had good reason for thinking this an allusion to Lady Arabella
as the “mistris" of the Prince of Moldavia,

The Prince referred to by Jonson and by the Venetian repre-
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sentatives was Stephen Bogdan, pretender to the Moldavian throne,
who visited England in October, 1607, and who was one of the num¬
erous suitors for the hand of the Lady Arabella, although married
to a Venetian lady.

At about the time of the play, Boderie, the

French ambassador in England, “distinctly stated that Arabella
wished to marry the Prince of Moldavia,11 and, continues Hardy in
his Arabella Stuart, the Frenchman, after speaking of the lady's
arrest and examination before the Council, "did not fail to de¬
duce scandalous suggestions from these details,

We also learn

\

that by February 13, Lady Arabella, cousin of the King, had won
his confidence by promising solemnly never to marry a foreigner,^®
These facts will give some idea of the gossip which about the
time of Enicoene was associating Lady Arabella and Moldavia,
It is, of course, possible that an actor would have been
tempted to pronounce Jonson’s lines as Mr, Graves has suggested
or omit the "Mistris Epicoene" at the end of La-Foole’s speechj
and it is elear that an allusion to Lady Arabella as the "mistris"
of Moldavia would have been especially out of place about the
middle of February, 1610,(a time when such an allusion would have
been objectionable both to the lady and her cousin, the King,
The above explanation, to be sure, gives special significance to
the fact that Jonson’s play, which offended Lady Arabella, was,
soon after her death on September 25, 1615 dedicated to her kins¬
man Sir Francis. We may, indeed, consider it a tribute to Jonson’s
manhood that he did, in this manner, dedicate that drama to her
kinsmans
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There is not a line or syllable in it changed from the
simplicity of the first copy. And, when you shall con¬
sider, through the certain© hatred of some, how much a
nans innocency may be© indanger* d by an urascertaine
accusation; you will, I doubt not, so beginne to hate
the iniquitie of such natures, as I shall love the
contumely done me whose end was so honorable as to be
v&p’d off by your sentence,-*-^
Modem cirtics have generally assumed that Bt&cocne was
popular from the first.

Fie are not definitely inforasd, however

that it was an immediate success.
popular, there is no doubt,

That it was at a later period

That it merited popularity and in

all probability received it in its author*a own day, we shall at¬
tempt to prove*

Our most direct evidence of contemporary ap¬

preciation is the couplet.
Hie Fox, the Alchemist, and Silent Woman, -QQ
Done by Sen Jonson, and outdone by no man,
Some anonymous individual early formed the jingling* rhyme which
makes Epleoene one of the . trio of Jonson*s masterpieces, and
which Swinburne designated as a "foolish and famous couplet."
Yet he was forced to concede "the extraordinary popularity or repu-
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tation of this most imperial and elaborate of all farces,"

Francis Beaumont has left a commendatory stansa, written be¬
fore 1616 (quoted In full above in connection with the case of
lady Arabella Stuart); in it lie praised the vividness of Jonson *s
characterisation, and at the

same

time defended the play against

the charge of personal offense:
*

*

$

*

*

*

*

' *

«
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’Shore he that strongly writes, although he mean
To scourge but Vices in a labour’d Scene,
Yet private Faults shall be so well exprest
As men do act ’em, that each private Breast,
That finds these Errors in it self, shall say,
lie meant me, not my Vices, in the Play,
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Wow we have Jonson's own statement to Drummond that "when his play
of the Silent Woman was first acted, ther.. was found verses after
cm-the stage against him, concluding that that play was well named
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the Silent Roman, ther never was one man to say Plaudite to it.”
However,, that and similar statements in the Conversations have
been generally discredited by scholars.
fused to accept it*
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Gifford absolutely re-

According to Miss Henry, Jenson simply

told Drummond a joke at the expense of his comedy.

And Pro¬

fessor Gayley says of Drummond's remark, "any lean-witted fellow
might thus have discharged his spleen,"
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Internal evidence yields some valuable information concern¬
ing Jonson’s purpose as well as a number of dramtic excellences,
which were apparently intended to catch the popular fancy.

It is

generally conceded that Jonson*s object was to raise the profession
of playwright to a greater dignity by the conservation of classi¬
cal rules handed down from antiquity.

He was, however, obliged
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to make certain concessions.

The dedication of Epicoene to

Sir Francis Stuart is, as we have noted above, a conciliatory
step in the direction of the nobility,

At the same time, the

prologue makes the most definite concession to public taste any¬
where in Jonson,

He turns upon those who like nothing "that is

^

popular," and says he is bound to satisfy the guests rather than
the cook.

And by way of quieting his conscience as a critic, he

remarks that even among the ancients plays were written with the
sole view of pleasing the people.

11?

So we discover not only that

the lightness of Jonson's comedy effected an early and enduring
popularity, but also that it was expressly designed for popular en-
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tertainment.
The literary and histrionic merits of Eplcoene are at once
salient and superb,

One of the chief distinguishing marks is its

great wealth and diversity of episodes, contained within a wellknit plot,

Swinburne has said:

* • « the combination of parts and the accumulation of
incidents are so skillfully designed that the result
is In its own' way incomparable — or comparable only
with other works of the master* s hand while yet in the
;JJJ
fullness of its cunning and the freshness of its strength.
Even a cursory reading shows the presence in Ipicoene of the ad¬
mirable qualities of Dryden* s dictum:
If, then, the parts are managed so regularly that the
beauty .of the whole be kept entire, and that the
variety become not a perplexed and confused mass of
accidents, you will find it infinitely pleasing to be
led in a labyrinth of design, where you see some of
your way beforeQyou, yet discern not the end till you
arrive at it, ^
Dryden continues in praise of Bnicoene, noting that the play ad¬
mirably observes the unity of time; and that "the acid.on is en¬
tirely one} the end and aim of which is the settling of Morose’s
estate on Dauphine;" and "the latitude of place, almost as little
as you can imagine,“

Also that "the continuity of scenes is not

broken mere than twice or thrice in the whole comedy}0 that the
author wisely makes choice of a signal and long-expected day for
that which has been plotted by his arch-conspirator long before¬
hand} and that he has so prepared you for his characters "that
before they come upon the stage, you have a longing expectation
of them}" and that "the business of the plot rises in every act,"
He calls Spicoene

"the pattern of a perfect play," and the in-
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trigue of it, "the greatest and most noble of any pure unmixed
comedy in any language*"
indeed*
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Coming from Dryden, this is praise,

And his opinion is particularly important to us, be¬

cause we must look back as far as Dryden — "precisely a poetic
practitioner who learned from Jonson" — before we find a living
criticism of Jenson*s work.
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The more recent critics of our play are practically unan¬
imous in their praise of the intrigue*

According to T, S, Eliot,

there is a "unity of inspiration that radiates into plot and

1 op
personnages alike,"

E« E. Stoll observes that in scene after

scene of The Silent Woman, "you have repetition end variation of
a motif*

inversion and transposition, and the comic art ap¬

proaching that state considered by Pater to be the perfection of
art — that of music —* as elsewhere you shall find it only in
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the supreme maestro of comedy himself,"

In the majority of dramas of this period we are confronted
with a great wealth of incident,
denounced it as an abuse.

In 1664, the critic Fleeknoe

Nevertheless,

the popularity of the

play with plenty of action and never a dull moment lasted straight
through to the end of the Eestoration era.
important part of this tradition.
Epicoena*

And our play is an

In the first two acts of

Jonson very carefully lays the groundwork for a rapid

succession of incidents, which are at once spectacular, exciting,
and hilarious,

One thing follows another in the cost striking

and theatrical manner, so that there is continuous action and re¬
action throughout.

The whole is treated with the vigorous,
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masculine vdt so typical of the Elizabethansand Jonson, in parti¬
cular.

And although no phase of the play is accident or sponta¬

neous, we are never aware of the rigid, conscientious artist that
Jonson actually ms,

The story of Bnleoene, says Tains, vdth

its subordinate episodes of wooing and playing pranks and practi¬
cal jokes, was enough "to make the mighty chests of the companions
of Drake and Essex shake with uncontrollable laughter,” 125
Jonson seems to have remained faithful throughout his career to
the precept laid down in the prologue of his own Alchemists "No
country’s mirth is better than our own,”
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Soicoene is suffused

with an atmosphere of contemporaneous London — handled in a
satiric vein.

There is nothing bitter or indignant in the tone,

though; the leading note of the play is fun* It is brilliant,
witty, kaleidoscopic; Jonson dazzles and delights our understanding.
The lack of sentiment, the polished surface, and handling of
large, bold designs in brilliant colors not only are typical of
the Elizabethan age and temper, but arc dress tic qualities with
which our present age should be most in sympathy.
Referring back to Bryden, we find that what he especially
admired in the contrivance of the play was the denouement, of which
he ssyss
, . . ’tis so admirable, that when it is done, no one of
the audience would think the poet could have missed it;
and yet it was concealed so much before the last scene,
127
that any ether way would sooner have altered your thoughts.
Professor Herford reechoes his sentiment vdth "Ho dramatist has
ever understood better than Jonson to evade the languor of a
foreseen conclusion."

A great deal has been written about the
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manner of the denouement in Epicoene, and although the merit of
Jonson*s plot is pretty generally conceded, not all critics speak
so highly of the unraveling of it as Bryden*

Professor Gayley

maintains that this is precisely what impairs it as an acting
comedy, and he no doubt, voices the opinion of contemporary critics:
If any other solution than that the Silent Woman is a
boy vdll sooner enter the thoughts of the audience, it
is impossible for the audience to form a correct in¬
duction or to indulge a just emotion.with regard to the
process of the play* For the histrionic success of
tragedy or comedy, one rule is essential to be ob¬
served: that the actors play not merely one upon
another, whether with pistols or slapsticks, but upon
the audience.129

Actually nobody but Dauphine, the barber, and the page dis¬
guised as a woman, understand what will finally happen in the play.
Thus, Dauphine dupes not only his legitimate victims, Morose,
Daw, and La-Foole, but also the spectators.

We are forced to

agree with Dr. V. 0. Freeburg that, according to the dramatic
standards of today, Jenson deprived Me audience of a great
many humorous possibilities by not taking them into his confidence.
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He denies the intriguers, Dauphine and Epicoene, the

possibility of by-play: the knowing wink, the sly smile, the
elusive inflection, and the silent, subtle participation with
the house, also aware of the joke.

As Professor Gayley has so

rightly observed:
A theatrical audience does not pay its money to be
brought into despair over a long-spun mystery, or to
savour the sensation of a swift, sharp shock to the
effect that it has been tricked ... The reader of
a novel may delight in bewilderment; the spectator
of a drama does not.
The audience knows more, to be
sure, even here, than the most unenlightened of the

-
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actorsj but it is placed on a level vdth others —
with True-lit and Clerimont, who think themselves
initiated, but are none the less fooled,1-''2
Stark Young, eminent critic and former Professor of English at
the University of Texas, produced Bnicoene there with student
actors, in February, 1909#

His criticism of the denouement is

both interesting and significant, and confirms the testimony of
Gayley:,
* , . X think it is singular that Jonson did not let
the audience knovr the secret. The lack of mutual
understanding was felt all the way through the rehearsals
by me. If it had not been that I was trying to re¬
produce the original as nearly as possible, I should
have had Bauphine tell Clerimont that the Silent Woman
is a boy, thereby heightening the comic incongruity be¬
tween True-Wit the officious, and True-Wit the doubly
duped. The scenes where the Silent Woman kisses the
ladies, where Morose admires ’’the composition of her
limbs," and most of all where Clerimont -beguiles the
two knights into confessing that they have enjoyed
Epicoene’s favours, would have meant much more to the
audience if they had known the trick,
I noticed that
even the players themselves were apt to forget that
Epiccene was not intended for a woman. On the modern
stage (but not the Elizabethan), the fact of a boy’s
playing the role might serve to enlighten the audience
and allow them to accept the convention — that they
are understanding while four-fifths of the people in
the play are duped* 1 was able to judge further of that
because we had all men, and therefore, restored the
original conditions, It is true that when Epieoene
was unmasked the audience yelled with glee.
Dauphine
stood in front of Epieoene while he removed the dis¬
guises then from Under the golden wig there appeared
a brunette — a boy l But I was not able to decide
how much of the fun was due to the sudden change of
ee, how much to the surprise at the change of

Whether such a surprise is good dramaturgy may after all be
a question of taste#

The average spectator would probably rather

be given certain dramatic causes and conflicts with a chance to
guess at the outcome, than watch the unfolding of a dramatic

story which ends with the revelation that he had all the way
through been ignorant of the prime fact in the story#

If there

is a ■secret, the spectator wants to he let in* so that.he may
enjoy the perplerod actd.on of the charaetera daring the compli¬
cations and their amazement when the cause of the coiiplieatiofts
is revealed*

But if the secret is hold back, the spectator may

feel that he has been victimized as much as the persons ir

the surpxd.se motive tms» notwithstanding, ver^ pnpt^wr
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"The spectators must,

ether hand, must stand by

Hk© fools, that I stay fillip them with<pibbles* ^^Shakespeare
employed the‘same method many,. many times «*. injtoglfih Might*
i fhe- Taming of the Shrew*. .Measure;-for. Measure.; Mchard III# and
numerous

other

plays*

Usually the costume, too, was specified*

Hence the audience not only knew that there was going to be a dis¬
guise, but was abld to recognize the disguised character immedi¬
ately upon appearance*

About 1609, though, a new method of

developing the intrigue seems to have cone to the forej there was
less and less expository narration and forewarning, especially
in disguise plots

The' audience was kept in the dark for a
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tine, and it was not till a later point in the play that the
author astonished them by allowing them bo gain an insight into
the real trend of the affair.

In surprise plots like that of

Eoieoene the audience was completely deceived and did not know
■until the end of the play that there load been disguise.

It is

hardly probable that the etymology of the word "epicoene,“
meaning common gender, was sufficiently clear to the audience to
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let out the secret of the play#

In such a plot, therefore,

the action could not be impelled by the disguise motive, for that
factor did not yet exist as far as the observer was concerned.
Therefore, in surprise plots the playwright had to motivate the
action by sore cause which was independent of the disguise motif.
In Epieoene it is Morose1s hatred of noise that gives dramatic
significance to the noisy “silent woman,"

The revelation of the

bride*s sex is unsuspected because the play is amusing and com¬
plete without further motives.

The denouement is a complete

surprise, and when referred back to the events of the play makes
them seem all the more ridiculous,

ThU3, the double operation of

these two .motives is the distinguishing feature of the play.
Morose*s aversion to noise is made known to the audience at the
beginning of the play and operates forward.

The presence of dis¬

guise is not suspected and therefore must operate backward in the
spectator’s recollection of the scenes which have just been per¬
formed.

Almost all critics agree that so far as plot goes, the

motive of the principal intrigue was new to the history of English
comedy, as also was the conception of the principal character and
his antagonists, the ladies Collegiate,

The idea of the surprise
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denouement might well have been designed to gratify Elizabethan
delight in novelty.

It frequently recurred in succeeding plays

of the period — apparently indicating its immediate popularity.
Certainly Jonson furnished his actor with a rare opportunity
of displaying his skill in rapid change of costume, of facial ex¬
pression, and tone of voice* Disguise is always an effective dram¬
atic contrivance because the deception and the revelation which
ends it are fundamentally dramatio transactions? and because the
change of costume together with the mimetic action of the body
and change of voice involve the essence of theatricality. As
we have observed before, acting in the Jacobean theatre was
probably developed into a finished art.

By studying disguise

situations we may form souse general conclusion concerning its
presentation on the stage.

Actors and actresses are fond of

appearing in different costumes during a play.

The practice is

common in contemporary staging, even in "straight" roles of
serious drama.

Disguise furnished an opportunity to display an

actor in various costumes. Pepys thought Kynaston especially
fortunate in playing the role of Bpicoene.

Be says;

"Kynaston

the boy had the good turn to appear in three shapes? first, as
a poor gentlewoman in ordinary clothes, ... then in fine clothes,
136
as a gallant: ... lastly as a man*"
Special costumes were
sometimes used to facilitate disguising. In the Devil Is An Ass
137
a character mentions "double clokes."
Gifford says in a
note that the garment referred to was "a cloke adapted only for
disguises, which might be worn on either side. It was of dif¬
ferent colors and fashions."^® The face also had to be dis-
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guised.

Thera were tv© subterfuges;

one was the wearing of a

high bandage or muffler, the other, the wearing of a mask or
visor, entirely concealing the face.

139

Epicoene probably wore

both; when she first appears, she is wearing a mask, but it is
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immediately removed at the request of Morose,

Of course, the

actor* s face might be changed in hue or feature in order to sake
the disguise effective.

For instance, even as early as the play

Look About You, there is a touch of verisimilitude when Robin
Hood is to disguise himself as Lady Fauconbridge,

She says;

"Be wary, lest ye be discovered," and Robin replies: "Best paint
me, then be sure I shall not blush."

There are numerous

later references to the "pot of painting*’ and to wigs and beards,
which imply a more or less careful attention to make-up.

In our

play, at the conclusion, Dauphine "takes of Epicoenes perruke"
and a second afterward turns to Cutbeard and Otter and "pulls
of their beardes and disguises,"
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It was also important that the voice and manner of speaking
be disguised and that there be a change in physical bearing and
general stage business,

Focal mimicry and imitative business

gave good opportunities for histrionic exhibition on the part of
the ambitious actor.

Witness the overwhelming change in Epicoene*s

general deportment — especially in her tone of voice, immediately
after the wedding, when Morose finds to his utter bewilderment
that her "divine softness" is only a pretended humour.
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And the

countless opportunities for "playing up" their parts given to
Otter and Cutbeard in their disguises of lawyer and parson, res-
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pectivelyj the other actors as well as the spectators anticipate
the prospect with evident enjoyment.

And as Truo-?fit instructs

them in their parts* he prepares his audience for the ridiculous
figures they will cuts
Trv* G, Are you here? Come Bavphlne.
Goe, call
your vncle presently* I haue fitted my Diuine, and
my Canonist, died their beards and alii
the knsues
doe not know themselues they are so exalted, and alter’d.
Preferment changes any man. Thou shalt keepe one
dore, and I another, and then Clerimont in the midst,
that he may haue no msanes of escape from their
cauilling, when they grow hot once* And then the
women [as I haue giuen the bride her instructions} to
breaks in vpon him, i* the I’enuoy, 0, ’twill be full
and twanging! Away, fetch him. Come, master Doctor,
and master Parson,looke to your parts now, and dis¬
charge ’hem brandy: you are well set forth, performs
it as well. If you chance to be out, doe not confesse
it with standing still, or humming, or gaping at one
another: but goe on, and talke alowd, and eagerly,
vse vehement action, and onely remember your termes,
and you are safe* Let the matter goe where it vd.ll:
you haue many will doe so# But at first, bee very
solerane, and graue like your garments, though you
loose your selues after, and skip out like a brace
of iugglers on a table. Here hee comes! set your ,,.
faces, and looke superciliously, while I present you.
*
The roles of Epicoene, Otter, and Cutbeard testify to the fact
that the voice, mimicry, pantomime, tricks of reading and im¬
personation, costuming and stage business, all of which perished
with the performance, were by no means scorned by Jonson,

The popularity of Epicoene was achieved, says one critic,
“partly by cumulative quality of the plot * * *s

the enjambement

of motives, the clever carpentry of situations, the artful spon¬
taneity of surprisesj but chiefly by the portrayal of humours,
affectations and habits, In the construction of plots the
dramatist of Jonson’s time did not shrink from improbabilities
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and contradictions, if they could thereby achieve startling stage
effectsj it was therefore only natural that they should act in
the same wanner in the creation of character.

Exaggerated char¬

acterisations, broad jests, and rude humour were as dear to the
poets as they were to the audience.
serves that even

Professor Greizenach ob¬

H

the most prolific (of poets) such as Dekker,

Haywood, and Middleton, all of whom had the power to achieve
great success In tragedy, nevertheless showed an especial love
for burlesque effects.”
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Certainly the tragedies were far out¬

numbered by those in which the farcical element predominated.
Examination of the characters of Enicoene reveals a skillful
combination of close and accurate observation of Jacobean manners
and customs and at the same tame the most extravagant burlesque
of them, offering infinite possibilities in histrionic inter¬
pretation.

There was really no. distinct literary tradition prevailing
in the case of the gallants 1*0 were so largely represented on the
1try

stage at this time,

It certainly could not have been difficult

for the poets to draw their pictures from life, since the models
sat conspicuously on the stage for all to gaze upon.

They were

allowed to be as luxurious and extravagant in their attire.as only
women are nowadays, and their costumes were no aoubt criticized
with the .scrutiny of a connoiseur by the spectators, and espec¬
ially by the real gallants in the privileged seats.

It is well

known that theatregoers at that period took a particular delight
in seeing depicted upon the stage the way of life of these ele¬
gant young gentlemen.

They enjoyed the keen-edged, wordy warfare.
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oftentimes interspersed with broad jests, that v?ent on between
them.

In oatters of honor their conduct was, of course, regulated

by the duelling code, which had at that period acquired great
importance as the most characteristic feature of cavalier ethics.
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There were many pieces in which gallants triumphed over men of
money,
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though not always so cleverly or intricately as Dauphine

triumphs over Morose*

The general tone of the gallants*

conver¬

sations was one of aristocratic nonchalance and careless freedom*
Both author and audience seemed to consider it of great importance
that their speeches should be full of racy and original phrases,
and should at the same time reflect the gay and colloquial tone
of the elegant youth of the period*

Jonson, in his own charac¬

teristic manner gives us a number of excellent examples of them
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in the earlier scenes of Epicoene*

True-lit follows the course

of the intrigue with a running comment consisting of general re¬
marks, "in the same manner as do the raisonneurs in modern French
drama,

and at the same time affords us a good insight into

the manners of a fashionable gull*

He "has read Plutarch*s

morals," and is a pupil of Ovid — whose "frank nature is not
for secrets" but for post-horns.

His zeal is for honesty and of¬

ficious meddling, h'is trust in his own genius, unshakable, and
his knowledge of women — their follies and frailties, encyclopedic.

That "precious mannikin" Sir Amorous is a highly amusing
take-off on the gallant: one of the La-Fooles of London,

"but

they all come out of his house, the La-Fooles of the north, the
La-Pooles of the west, the La-Fooles of the east and south," a
braggart, who is also "one of the braveries though he be none of

u
the wits|"

a favorite among the ladies, an entertainer of the

prosperous and the world of fashion,

n

an heroic coward,

* , .

afraid in a great look and a stout accent and , , * content to
be beaten in private . , , at the blunt,"

La~Foole is one type

of the clot®, that English audiences were so fond of watching as
he strutted about ridiculously bedizened in gorgeous apparel,
haughtily patronising his companions,

fe have evidence that such

clowns considered it important to capture their audience by
stem the moment they appeared.

Hash's statement that "the

people began exceedingly to laugh when Tarleton first peept
out his head" is familiar to most of us; and Middleton makes the
dame statement in reference to clowns in general during earlier
periods,
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It would also appear that the clown liked to call

attention to his presence even before he cams on the stage —
often preparing the public for the advent of their favorite by
by the sound of his voice, a device used in as early a play as
The Triumphs of love and Fortune,
'

in several of Ayrer's works,

15
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and in Machin's Dumb Knight,
for this too.
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Jonson has apparently provided

The extensive conversations between True-Wit and

Clerimont fully prepare his audience for the entrance for La-Foole,
with all his ridiculous regalia and mannerisms*

In the same vein

is the humour of Sir John Daw, "a fellow that pretends only to
learning, buys titles and nothing else of books in him," although
he has a "sackful of names from the classics;" regards Aristotle
as "a mere commonplace fellow^ Plato a discourser, and Homer an
old, tedious, prolix ass (that) talks of curriers and chines of
beef,"

?*hen True~Wit offers to put an end to his quarrel with
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La-Poole at the coat of six kicks, Sir John consoles himself with,
"Shat*3 six kicks to a mm that reads Seneca?" Only a very few
of the quips and cranks with which these clowns amused their
audiences are indicated in the texts*

But there is evidence that

they supplemented the comic incidents by a free use of their own
inventive powers* As Collier has pointed out, a glance at the
comedy of A Knack to Know a Knave i&ll reveal the large allowance
of freedom enjoyed by the clown,

The situations between Daw

and La-Foole, Otter and Outboard, in disguise, and Morose furnish
many opportunities for such amplification.

These comic characters,

and those in other plays of the period testify to the popularity
of the clown who fell a ready victim to any trick the other
persons might play on him.
The Collegiate Ladies are a triumph in satire, — a crew
whose "actions are governed by crude opinion to do all things alike,"
but whose "natural inclinations sway them generally to the worst,
when they are left to themselves," Swinburne said of them:
. . , the collegiate ladies, in their matchless mixture
of profligacy, hypocrlcy and pedantry, recall rather
the comedies than the farces of MoHere by the elaborate
and vivid portraiture which presents them in such ~„
perfect finish, with such vigour sad veracity of effect, '
To identify the organisations aimed at in "the new foundation," la
impossible, but it is agreed that women*s clubs existed, as Ward
says, "devoted to the pursuit of a very undesirable course of
158
education,"
ColEjan asserts that in his dey they were to be
found in London,and Gifford*s account of the matter is that
"some combinations of the kind" existing at the tin® Epicoene
was written were exposed with such overwhelming contempt that
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"no traces of thorn, as her© drawn, are ever afterwards discoverable.
Our days,” he continues, ‘’have witnessed an attempt to revive the
•collegiates* — but this was a water-suehy club, merely ridic¬
ulous? and so unsubstantial as not to require the clarion of the
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cock, but to melt into thin air at the twittering of a wren.”
An alleviating quality is introduced in the broadly comical

character of Mrs* Otter, who is only a pretender to the "college
honours,"

She is an excellent foil for the exquisite ladies —

and a natural condo figure, with her apeing of the Collegiates,
her precise diction, her dreams, her "physiognomies," and her
"subject," the Captain, who "princesses" his wife to her face, and
rails on her behind her back*
The tv® figures in the comic foreground are more subtly
colored,

Hie character or fundamental humour of Morose, says

Coleridge, is singly that "of

an old man to whom all noise tut

that of his own talking is offensive*"
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Although Coleridge

somewhat underestimated his personality, he did admit later that
"an actor who had studied Morose might mike his fortune**
Actually, Morose's character is that of a melancholy, selfish,
autocratic old asnj and the aversion to disturbance, especially
to noisy disturbance and sensitiveness to sharp sounds are, as
Gifford puts it, "an accidental quality altogether dependent upon
the master-passion,"
interpretation*
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163 This is, in essence, also Dryden's

Congreve's, occurring in his Letter to Mr.

Dennis concerning Humour in Comedy, is especially interesting and
important:
file character of Morose in ffhe Silent Woman I take to
be a character of Humour. And I choose to instance
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this character to you from many others of the same
author, because 1 know it has been condemned by many
as unnatural and farce: and you have yourself hinted
some dislike of it for the same reason, in a letter
to me concerning some of Jonson’s plays.
Let us suppose Morose to be a man naturally splenetic
and melancholy; is there.anything more offensive to
one of such a disposition than noise and clamour? Let
any man that has the spleen (and there are enough in
England] be judge, We see cosrr.on examples of this
Humour in little, every day, 'Tis ten to on© but three
parts in four of the company that you dine with are
discomposed and startled at the cutting of a cork or
scratching a plat© with a knife. It is a proportion
of the same Humour [the spleen} that makes such or any
other noise offensive to the person that hears it; for
there are others who will not be disturbed at all by
it. fell, but Morose, you will say, is so extravagant,
he cannot bear any discourse or conversation above a
whisper. Why —• it is his excess of this Humour that
makes him become ridiculous, and qualifies his character
for comedy. If the poet had given him but a moderate
proportion of that Humour, 'tis odds but half the
audience would have sided with the character, and have
condemned the author for exposing a Humour that was
neither remarkable nor ridiculous. Besides, the
distance of the stage requires the figure represented
to be something larger than the life; and sure a
picture may have features larger in proportion, and
yet be very like the original, If this exactness of
quantity were to be observed in Wit, as some would
have it In Humour, what would become of those characters
that are designed for Men of fit, I believe if a poet
should steal a dialogue of any length from the extempore
discourse of the two wittiest men upon earth, he would
find the scene but coldly received by the town,
Morose is morose; and that humor, as Congreve sees it, is related
to him, to what he says and does; it is color, taste, and smell,
diffused through all.
The pretended “humour1* of Eplcoene lies in her “divine soft¬
ness" before marriage, and after it, the clamorous fits of temper:
"I'll have none of this coacted, unnatural dumbness in
in a family where _I govern."

house,

So the bevdldered Morose discovers
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that his "silent woman” can rail, sneer, rebuke, ignore his orders.
She welcomes visitors, suitors to a noisy wedding celebration;
there is music of all sorts.

She insists that her husband does not

look well; she tells him that he looks "green about the temples and
with blue spots;" she has him held by force and sends for his
physician,

She attempts to talk his disease from him with moral

platitudes, to read him to sleep with Greene's Groatsworth of Witt
"Oh no; labour not to stop her," groans Morose*

"She is like a

conduit pipe, that will gush out with more force when she opens
again!"
Although we are forced to concede that some of the follies
ridiculed in Epicoene are local and temporary, yet the fundamental
follies are common to human nature at large.
natural nor false*

They are reither un¬

The characters are no more farcical than

Petruchio aid Katherine, no mare unnatural than Hichard III and
Anne,

The trick is no more improbable than that of She Stoops to

Conquer or of Twelfth Might, no more •unreasonable than Love's
Labours Lost or the Comedy of Errors, We find some exaggeration
of character, manners, or intrigue in nearly all pure comedies,
"But in how few," as Cayley has observed, "are the characters with
such studied art extended, the intrigue with such sequence contrived]
the manners with such genius and such wit exposed as in Ben Jonson's
166
Bpicoene!"
The play is, as Jonson himself saw it, an exag¬
geration of "things like truths well feigned," a "jest to posterity,"
and "excellent comedy of affliction," 167 It is ranked vdth the
author's vdttiest comedies by Phillips in his Theatrum Poetarmm
and that was the judgment of Uryden also, of Shadwell,
1
Congreve, 171
and Hazlitt, 172

169

Pepys,

168
170
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There were at least four performances of Iplcoene
closing of the theatres to 1642*

before the

We have no record until after the

Restoration of the play being presented at any but a private
theatre, with much the same general conditions as those at Ibitefriars prevailing*

As we have observed before, there is much to

suggest that these audiences were more select than those of the
public theatres*

And the presence of royalty on two of these oc¬

casions offers definite proof of it*

Mot a single playbill has

survived from this eraj but it may be inferred, anyway, from the
pirated editions prepared from copy taken down by short-hand writers
in the theatre that the playbills of the period contained no list
of dramatis personae.
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Only to the case of first performances

are we furnished with particular information concerning the casts.

On February 18* 1636. the Queen*s Men presented The Silent
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Woman at St* James

before the Court,

:

Usually the Court perform¬

ances, like the masques, were important, almost official occasions,
and many guests, including the members of the diplomatic corps, were
invited.

It is perhaps needless to observe that a play chosen for

such an occasion invariably possessed many and varied excellences.
For the accomodation of the players and of the audience, the Great
Hall was specially fitted up, often at great expense,

At one end

was erected a temporary stage equipped with painted properties and
175
such other things as were necessary to the actors*

There is no

doubt that the actors made use of a unique method of staging in the
hall of the royal residence*

Frames, currently designated as

"houses,” were constructed on the stage which, to give a more lively
effect of actuality, were painted with pictures of the places between
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which the action moved.

In the center of the room on an

elevated dais, were provided seats for the royal family, and
around and behind the dais, stools for the more distinguished
guests; a large part of the audience was allowed to stand on
platforms raised in tiers at the rear of the room.

Since the

plays were almost invariably given at night, the stage was il¬
lumined by special '‘branches” hung on wires overhead, and
carrying many lights.
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From the accounts of the Office of the

levels we find that the costuming was also done in the most
elaborate and painstaking manner.
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On April 4, 1636 Bpicoene was again acted before the king
and queen — this time at the Cockpit, which had recently been
reconstructed under the direction of Inigo Jones into a "new
theatre at Whitehall" used exclusively for Court performances,'^
That the play was on the boards, also, at Blackfriars, and pro¬
bably well considered, is proved by the fact that Morose was one
of the roles assumed in that theatre, between 1636 and 1642, by
the celebrated John Lowin,
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The Blackfriars Theatre, like White-

friars, was a private house, where performances were given by
candle — or torch-light; the building had been remodelled from
a dwelling in a neighborhood then fashionable

Lowin had been

one of the most important actors of Shakespeare's company, when
they acted there Airing the twenties, and was praised for his
interpretation of widely divergent parts.

Davenant tells us

that when he played Henry VIII, he "had his instructions from
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Mr. Shakespeare" himself.

But Lowin was best known as an actor
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of "various eccentric originals in Ben Jonson’s coiasdies," his
favorite parts being Volpone, Mammon, and Mo lose# *

We have no further record of Eplcoene until the Restoration
period.

At the very beginning of the Puritan regime all theatres

were closed by decree#

The actors* tragic protest at losing both

art and livelihood went unheeded; they scattered, many of them
serving in the King*s army, while others adapted themselves as
best they could.

Lovdn, for instance, "in his latter days kept

an inn (the Three Pigeons) at Brentford," Wright tells us, "where
He dyed very old#"*^

There was a cessation of playwright.ing and

play-acting in England for a space of eighteen years, save for sur¬
reptitious performances, of which we have little or no accurate
information.

With the revival of the theatre in 1660, we discover

a. renewed interest in the play of The Silent Woman; Jonson’s com¬
edy apparently effected an almost instant popularity with theatre¬
goers of the Restoration#
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II

Fortunately for those who are interested in the minutiae of
our play's history during the period of the Restoration, Samuel
Pepys cared enough for Etdcoene to go often to see it, and to re¬
cord his impressions and those of others.

Nearly all the great

actors and some of the great actresses of that age interpreted its
roles*

Kynaston, Michael Mohun, Betterton, Colley Cibber, and

Mrs, Oldfield, among others.

Jonson's comedy was doubtless rep¬

resented with all the gaiety that characterises the reactionary
period; and the fun fell upon listeners who laughed at the broad¬
est jests, shrank from none of the coarseness, and felt no satiric
sting in the character-drawing or dialogue.

Here was a play that,

in the words of Miss Henry,
• . • exactly suited an unpoetic generation, to whom
a clever plot and busy vdt appealed more than romantic
story or character deeply conceived; a superficial
generation, whose demand for external perfection was
met by admirable technique, and whose taste for the
classics was amply gratified in abundant quotation and
reference; a generation whose ideal drama must possess
the unities of Action, Place, and Time,
The scene unbroken, and a mingled chime ^
of Jonson's humour and Corneille's rhyme.
Before taking up the actual historical data of our play, let
us give some consideration to the tastes and predilections of
this generation of theatre-goers and their unquestionable influ¬
ence upon the theatrical bill of fare. Of all audiences, that
of the ; ears 1660-1700 is perhaps easiest to analyse.

Except

for the very first year or two of the Restoration, two theatres
(and for over twelve years, one theatre) supplied the wants of
the London playgoing public, which did not by any means form so
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large or varied an audience as we found in Elizabethan London.
References to small audiences are frequent in prologues and
epilogues from the earliest to the latest years of the period.
The first, probably, is that which appears in D’Avenant's pro¬
logue to the second part of The Siege of Rhodes?
QhJ Moneyl Money! if the Wits would dress
With Ornaments, the present face of Peace;
And to our Poet half that Treasure spare,
Which Faction gets from Fools to nourish War;
Then his contracted Scenes should wider be,
And move by greater Engines, till you see
«
(Whilst you securely sit) fierce Annies met ...

About the year 166? Pepys has many references to the paucity of
audiences?

On Wednesday, 17 April 166?, the King’s house for
3

Rollo was empty;

it was ’’mighty empty" on Thursday, 1 August for

The Custom of the Country;^ it was poor on Monday, August 26 for
The Surorisal: ^ and "not one soul" was in the pit by three o’clock

6

on Monday, 16 September,

According to the prologue to a revival

of Every Man out of his Humour and the epilogue to Lee's
7
Gloriana.

the Theatre Royal seems to have been in a peculiarly

bad way again about 1675-6.

The union of 1682, when the two the-

atres amalgamated, was really the result of financial failure;

8

and apparently no one was inconvenienced because only one play¬
house was open*

The spectators, for whom the poets wrote and the actors
played, were the courtiers and their satellites.

The noblemen in

the pit and boxes, the fops and beaux and wits or would-be-wits
who hung on to their society, the women of the court, and the
courtesans, with whom these women of quality associated as on
equal terms, made up at least four-fifths of the entire audience.
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To this collection TO might add a sprinkling of footmen and a few
scattered apprentices * and the picture of the audience is complete.
We have every indication that the attention of these courtly
spectators to the play before them was often grievously lacking.
Complaints against them and against other distractions in the
playhouse, are far more numerous than those occurring in Eliza¬
bethan times.

The gallants appropriated a certain portion of the

playhouse, that apparently between the front curtain and the outer
edge of the stage, and stood there, conversing more or less
wittily, picking their teeth, and "oft combing their flair,"

9

One of the characters in D’Urfey’s The Marriage-Hater Match’d
declares of a lord!
I have seen him spoil many a Comedy, by baulking
the Actors entrance, for when I have eagerly ex¬
pected some Buffoon to divert, the first nauseous
appearance has been my Lord.^O
In the same year Settle Issued an imploring prologue to The Fairy
Queen against those
new Beau-Skreens,
That stand betwixt the Audience and the Scenes.
Extra money for box and gallery seats was collected after the per¬
formance had well begun, a general small charge being made at the
doors.

Thus, men of an easy sense of morality and a nimble pair

of heels could dodge the attendants as they came round, moving
rapidly from box to pit and from pit to gallery.

In the prologue

to The Bath. D’Urfey says,
Pm told that Beaus with Perukes cover’d o’re,
Make such strange shift to save poor shillings four,
They’ll in Side-Box three Acts for nothing sit,
At last sneak down for Sixpence to the Pit, **
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Women of doubtful character, “visard Masks” as they were eu¬
phemistically styled, flocked to the playhouse, gradually be¬
coming so numerous that in 1688 Growne declared that they made
up “half the Pit, and all the Galleries,"

13

It was to meet these,

to indulge in their own intrigues with courtesans that the

gallants gathered at the theatre.

Scenes of licence must have

been frequent, Shadwell speaks of those who "come drunk and
screaming into a Play-House, and stand upon the Benches, and
toss their full Periwigs and empty Heads, and with their shrill
unbroken Pipes cry, Damme this is a damned Play. "^4

Pepys has

several references to irritating noises in the public playhouses,
and Betterton declared that the voices of the spectators "put
the very Players out of Countenance,"

15

Plays and poems seem to have held little or no interest for
the middle classes of London; for them, one might say, were issued
the numerous pamphlets and heavy volumes of didactic literature,
which made up more than three-quarters of English prose of the
Renaissance,

The courtiers made of the theatre a meeting-place of

their own, with licence of all kinds — so that those citisens
who still retained some of their Puritan convictions shunned the
place like a plague.

In the Historia Histrionica, Kright averred

that "many of the more Civilised Part of the Tom are uneasy in
the Company, and shun the Theatre as they would a House of Scandal,"'
Pepys noted the presence of citisens in the theatre four times —
always as an exception.

17

It is noticeable that these occasions

were all round the Ghristmas or Hew Year season,

and it is possible

that citisens visited the playhouse only on such special occasions.
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We do not mean to say, of course, that the limited audience of
upper class people had a monopoly on scintillating wit, or good
taste, or fine cultured judgment*

As a matter of fact, "all through

their dram, their poety, their criticism," says Allardyce Nicoll,
in his study of this generation,
runs a lack of thought, a strange absence of sympathy
for anything outside of their own futile lives. They
had not sufficient aesthetic sense to hiss the heroic
tragedy off the stage; they had not sufficient moral
probity to condemn the utter filth which dramatists,
small and great, professional and amateur, flung be¬
fore their jaded senses in the playhouse.13
On the other hand, despite arid sometimes because of these limita¬
tions, this drama of a small and select few achieved something
which would have been impossible in the theatre of Elizabeth,
with its mixed audience of shopkeepers and peers*

The elegance,

the precision, the recaptured classic grace, the satiric power,
and the easy repartee of dramatic prose, which marked out the
better comedies of manners of the time, would have been unattainable in any period where the limitations were less stringent.

19

It is doubtless these very qualities — so admirably exhibited in
Eoicoene —

that early assured its popularity.

Hew comedies were being written at this time along lines
which can be traced directly back to Jonson and to Beaumont and
Fletcher,

The works of these three playwrights formed the basis

for almost every single type of lighter play written from 1660
to 1700,^®

Jonson, with his classical mind, his rich powers of

observation, his fine technique, and his satiric tendencies was
bound to make an appeal to the audience of the later seventeenth
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century.

The old "humours" were still there in social life; the

eccentrics, the fops, the affected ladies, and the bullies

— so

skillfully delineated in Enicoene and others of his comedies <—
continued to be represented by the new poets in the Jonsonian
manner.

Dryden, Congreve, Shadwell all testify to the popularity

of his own method of characterisation; their dialogues were ad¬
mittedly pointed too — at the same foibles which Jonson had ridi¬
culed, and which they were pleased to call "acquired follies."
The form and elegance of his work -~ taken from study of certain
periods of classic art — held a characteristic appeal for the
courtly spectators too.

Of course, none of these wits or fops of

courtiers in the audience were thinkers; every one of them was
eager for the day’s pleasure, eager for love and cynical laughter
and the enjoyment of the senses.

But they knew their Ovids and

their Horaces; the courtly playwrights of this age took from
Tibellus and from Juvenal satiric elements and adapted those elements
to their own time as Jonson had done; they felt truly and appre¬
ciated the grace and the cynicism of the poetry of Augustan Rome
as he had felt and appreciated them.

At the same time, Jonson

gratified in his own inimitable way the spectators’ fondness for
broad jest, bustling incident, and the sparkling repartee that
characterise an elaborate humours farce.

His comedies reflect in

the most amazing manner the temper of Restoration times — gay,
intellectual, critical, urbane, and superficially cynical.
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All of Jonson's plays were the property of the King's Men,
by whom they were acted more frequently than those of any other
single Elizabethan author.

21

That company performed, Malone tells

us, "during the years 1660, 1661, 1662, and part of the year 1663,
in Gibbon's tennis-court in Vere Street, near Glare-Market$ during
which time a new theatre was built for them in Drury Lane, to
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which they removed in April, 1663,"

Be know little more con¬

cerning their Vere-street theatre than that it was formerly a
tennis court and that the loyal troupe had fitted it up as a make¬
shift theatre very soon after the Restoration,

There was no scenery,

and, save for its tennis court form, the house was apparently dif-
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ferent in no way from the typical Elizabethan theatre.

During their stay in Vere-street the King's Men included,
among others, the following actorss

"Major" Michael Mohun or

Moon, who captained the troupe, Edward Shatterall, William Wintershall, Nicholas Burt, Bichard Baxter, William Cartwright, Walter
Glun, Charles Hart, John Lacy, Robert Shatterell, and Thomas
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Loveday. *

By this time, we learn from Downes, they also included

a few actresses.

Soon after the theatres reopened, Killigrew,

manager of the King's players, prophesied in a prologue to the pre¬
sentation of Othello, in which a woman, Mrs, Hughes, was cast as
Desdemons, that as men between the ages of forty and fifty had
been playing young girls, the introduction of actresses should be
welcome,

'

And it was.

Women quickly became popular in plays.

Within a year or two the English stage was abundantly provided
with actresses.

Some of them had natural facility, youth, and charm —
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arid most of them were not reputable.

They often left the theatre

as rapidly as they had entered it* retiring under the protection
of various noblemen*

When Pepys Jotted down the fact that one

actress — Mrs, Davenport — had quit the stage "to be kept by
somebody," he added, "which I am glad of, she being a very bad
•

ojk

'

actor,"
heads

On the average these women probably bothered their

very

little about :skill. at playing.

Among his records, Downes

has left the names of six actresses originally connected with
the King’s players — "Mrs, Corey, Mrs, Eastland, Mrs, Hughes,
Mrs, Kneppe, Mrs. Anne Marshall,. Mrs, Uphill, and Mrs, leaver,"
These were later added to by Mrs, Boutell, Mrs, Nell Gwyn, Mrs,
James, Mrs, fiebeeca Marshall, Mrs, Knight, Mrs. totter, and Mrs.

2?
Verjuice,

We are definitely informed by Pepys and others that the Koyal
company, composed of the abovementioned actors and actresses,
performed Bpicoene several times while temporarily located at
Gibbon’s Tennis-Court Theatre,

Not one of the actors, however,

can be connected with a particular role in the play during this
period — with the notable exception of Edward Kynaston, who
abandoned the Cockpit players and joined the King’s Men shortly
after they began acting in Vere Street,

On June 6, 1660, long

before Pepys had visited the play himself, he noted that "The
Two Dukes do haunt the Park much, and they were at a play, Madame
Bpicoene. the other

day."2^

He referred to the Dukes of ^ork and

Gloucester, who were among the courtly frequenters of Killigrew’s
playhouse.

A few months later, another performance of the play

is mentioned — in a list which was prepared, it seems, to exact
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payment from the icing’s company, as promised by Killigrew:
November '60.
This is a list of plays acted by the
King’s Gompanie at the new house in Gibbon’s tennis
Court near Clare Market .......
Q
Saterday the 10 No*
The oylent Woman.2”
And on November 20, 1660, Edward Gower wrote to Sir Richard
Leveson:
Yesternight the King, Queen, Princess, etc*, sup¬
ped at Cuke d’Albermarle’s, where they had The
Silent Woman acted in the Cockpit#3®
An anecdote about the King’s behavior on this occasion is given
in Pepys* diaryt
• * * this morning I found my .Lord in bed late, he
having been with the King, Queen, and Princess, at
the Cockpit all night, where General Monk treated
them? and after supper a play, where the King did
put a great affront upon Singleton’s aiusique, he
bidding them stop and bade the French imisique play,
which ay Lord says, do much outdo all ours.31
At this time the Cockpit at Whitehall was used exclusively for
Court performances — having been designed and built in pre-Restor&tion days under the direction of Inigo Jones*

It was sup¬

posedly modelled along the lines of Palladio’s Theatre Glimpico
at Vicensa, and was like the typical Elisabethan private house,
only

more

elaborate, of course*^2

Abundant evidence shows that

the actors gave their performances there at night without inter¬
ference with the regular afternoon schedule at the playhouses,
and for their pains received ten pounds*

If, however, for any

reason they ’’lost their day" ft their house, they were paid twen¬
ty pounds,3^

Pepys noted the attendance at our play of Lady Montagu and
Sir Thomas Crew on December 4, 1660: "After dinner Sir Tho* and
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3JL
my Lady to the Playhouse to see The Silent toman.8 ^ And finaliy,
a month later, he saw Jonson's comedy himself — and has left his
impression of Edward Kynaston in the title-role:
« . .Torn and I and my wife to the Theatre, and there saw
The Silent Homan,■ The first time that ever I did see it,
and it is an excellent play. Among other things here,
Kinaston, the boy, had the good turn to appear in three
shapes: first, as a poor woman in ordinary clothesj as a
gallant, and in them was clearly the prettiest woman in
the whole house, and lastly as a manj and then likewise
did appear the handsomest man in the house,35
Kynaston was probably the last and certainly the best of the male
actors of female parts, for which his personal beauty admirably
fitted him.

At the start of his career Downes called him Ha

compleat Female Stage Beauty,” and said he was more moving in
pathetic parts than many of the actresses who succeeded hira,-^
It was not unusual at that time, adds Downes, for important actors
to elbow humbler members of the east out of the way, even though
the minor players might be impersonating a duke while the elbower
enacted a mere commoner.

Kynaston scorned such tactics, however,

and was content to surpass "in true and masterly touches of na¬
ture.1’

He had been, like Betterton, a clerk in Rhodes* book-shop

before that gentleman set up a company of actors in the Cockpit in
Drury Lane,

While he was connected with the Cockpit, Pepys saw

him act the Duke’s sister in Fletcher’s tragi-coacdy, The Loyall
Subject, later describing him as ’’the loveliest lady that ever I
saw in my life,”

37

His popularity seems to have been nicely under way when women
stepped inj and if he had possessed nothing beyond a knack for
female impersonation, that would have been the end of him as a
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performer,

nevertheless he began at once to astound audiences with

protean feats, appearing in several women’s and men’s roles in a
single piece.

Soon he left that behind, also, and emerged as a

delineator of character*^

In his maturity, Cibber tells us, h©

was notable for his power of saying lines as though he had just
thought of the©!

”, * , every sentiment came from him as if it

had been his own, as if he had himself, that instant, conceived
it,”39

In the witty comedies of high life, which epitomise the

Restoration, Kynaston could repeat bon mots as if he were extemporlz*ing;; and he never laughed at his own jokes, a failing which even
Betterton is said to have exposed more than once.
part was Bvadne in The Maid’s Tragedy in l66l«

Bis last female

When the King's

Men presented a subsequent revival of Bpicoene, Kynaston, as we
shall see, relinquished to an actress the title-role, in which
he had made such a profound impression on Fepys, and took over
the part of Dauphine Eugenie,
Only four months after Kynaston*s memorable performance,
Jonson’s comedy was on the boards again at the Vere-street Play¬
house, for Pepys wrote in his diary on May-25* l66ls ”, , , then
to the Theatre, where I saw a piece of The Silent Woman, which
pleased me*”^° Obviously, the play was becoming popular with
patrons of the Royal troupe,

Of course, the special talents and

abilities of actors like Kynaston contributed a great deal to the
success of these productions. The Kind's Men were older and more
experienced than their rivals, the members of the Duke’s company,
most of them having received their early experience before the
closing of the theatres in 1642.^ We cannot overemphasise the
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importance of older actors who were able to draw on their past
experience — for without them, acting would have had to commence
all over again in 1660,

The more finished performance of the

King’s players undoubtedly made the general atmosphere of the
Vere-street productions better on the whole than that of the Duke’s
company, which depended almost entirely upon Betterton as their
drawing-card*
On June 1, 1664* we find the Royal troupe making preparations
for another performance of The Silent Woman — perhaps the most
significant one in its history, for several reasons.

For the first

time, as far as we are aware, but by no mans the last, the role
of Epicoene was played by a woman*

Downes not only f urnishes us

with the names of the actors who participated on this occasion,
but also the particular parts in which they appeared.

And Pepys

has again recorded his impression of the production. Horever,
the King’s Men had very recently moved into a more commodious house —
the Theatre Royal in Bridge s-street, Convent-Garden — where they
were now making use of scenery to enhance their productions.
We may say, then, that this is also the original performance of
otir play with the aid of scenery — in the modern sense of the
term as distinguished from that used at court in pre-Restoration
days.
The art of scenic design which may be called contributory to
the drama, and which, in all great productions, should be rendered
subservient to the characters and to the dialogue, was at this
time assuming a very important place in the success or. failure of
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theatrical productions#

Restoration spectators could appreciate

fine things, both in comedy and tragedy, but they were also swayed
by external, ephemeral things of no value or permanent consequence,
1© find theatre-managers, as the years advanced, impoverishing
themselves to provide fine scenery, and all that goes with it, for
the eager tastes of a show-loving public#

The very first hint

that there was anything definitely new on the stage appears in the
title-page to The Siege of Rhodes#

"made a Representation by the

Art of Perspective in Scenes, and the Story sung in Recitative
music," presented by J3*Avenant "at the back part of Rutland House,
in Aldersgate Street."42 pepys visited the "opera," as it was
called, on July 2, 1661, and remarked the "fine scenes,"^ A
month later he saw The Witts- at the same theatre — and again dulynoted the "admirable scenes#"^' Actor-managers seem to have realised
the value of D*Avenant‘s enterprise at once, for they lost no time
in making it an indispensable part of their theatrical equipment#
Fleeknoo declared in 1663 ■— only two years later — that the
"present height of magnificence" in decoration and in setting
makes plays "more for sight, then for hearing,"^ By 1667 a
foreigner, Ghappuaeau, accustomed to the gorgeous theatres of the
continent, was able sincerely to compliment English stagecraft
which "reussit admirablement dans la machine, et . . . va laaintenant
du pair avec les Italians#"^ Other foreign writers were equally
laudatory. Sorbleres remarked the "beaucoup do chengements et de
perspectives" of the Theatre Royal soon after the King* a Men had
moved in,^ while Monconys, writing of the same theatre on May 22,
1663, declared that "les changemenfcs de Theatre et les machines
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sont fort ingeniousemant inventees et executees."^
these scenes looked like we can hardly tell now*

What exactly

In the majority

of cases they were probably crude enough, featuring a background
rather than anything else*
types.

It appears that there were two or three

An engraving prefixed to the opera Ariane. which was per¬

formed at the King1® playhouse, shows a back cloth or a back
shutter with side wings running down the length of the stage, prac¬
tically a "box-set,The same structure is represented in an
engraving of the prison scene in Settle’s spectacular The
3&apreaB of Morocco where a vaulted roof covers the rectangular whole.50
Flecknoe, in Darrtoiselles a la Mode,

also speaks confidently of

"Italian Scaenes with four Doors" as a likely piece of property
in the Theatre Royal.^

The plan drawn by Wren for the King*s

house displays the usual grooves running crossways over the stage
and on these must have run the innumerable "flats" and side-wings.-*^
There are five separate grooves indicated in this drawing, which
would give the requisite number of changes demanded in many a
spectacular play of the time,

The flats employed were probably

of two kinds: the usual shutters meeting in the center or running
across the stage* and the "relieves*" where some part was cut out
to reveal a distant prospect far behind.53

By

means of these

scenes and machines, the King's company sought to feed the public
with new and gorgeous novelties, and by all accounts succeeded
fairly well in their attempt.

In order to use the scenery, which had been introduced, it
was necessary to move the stage half-way between the "platform"
of the Elizabethans and the "picture-frame" of our own days.

No
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No longer did the spectators completely surround the actors on
all sides; no longer was the scene of each play performed against
curtains that concealed an inner stage. In the Ariane picture,
although the main part of the stage is like ours today, a remnant
of the platform is still to be discovered in the shape of an oval
11

apron” jutting out a few feet into the pit.

If we glance at

Wren’s drawing, we note at once that the apron is almost as long
as the space from the proscenium to the back-cloth,

There were,

therefore, two stages in the Theatre Royal — one to the front
of the proscenium, and the other behind, corresponding to the
Elizabethan stage and inner stage.

The actors now entered into a

space enclosed by the back-scene and the two side-wings; but that
is not where the action of the play took place.

Almost invariably

the performers stepped into the oval projection in front — not
quite surrounded by the spectators as before, but in a much more
intimate position than modern actors,

A stage direction occurring

in Act ¥ of The Confederacy will illustrate this practice: "They
Ci

come forward, and the Scene shuts behind them," ■

From this point

to the end of the play, although no less than eleven characters
enter and speak, all of the action takes place on the forward
part of the stage. Braotically always in the dramas of the time
when a person was to be discovered on the stage as the curtain was
drawn or the scenes parted, a stage direction instructed him to
"come forward" before he began to speak.

It will thus be seen that

the new methods and devices of the Restoration theatre were existing
alongside of certain Elizabethan traditions.

Not until the close

of the century and in the age of Anne do we find any very marked
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changes in the theatre, and even then the changes were by no means
complete*

Apparently the Royal troupe labored under difficulties in
their new theatre on the date of June 1, 1664* for Pepys has left
this record of its
, , .to the Sing’s house* and saw The Silent Woman;
but rethought not so well done or so good a play as
I formerly thought it to bo, or else I am nowadays
out of humour.
Before the play was done, it fell
such a storm of hayle* that we in the middle of the
pit were fain to risej and all the house in a disorder,
and so my wife and I out and got into a little ale¬
house , * *55
The stage was covered in by a tile roof, but the pit was open to
the sky,

Cunningham — evidently following Pepys — tells us that

at the Theatre Royals
. . , the pit lay open to the weather for the sake of
light, but was subsequently covered in with a glazed
cupola, which, however only imperfectly protected the
audience, so that in storey weather the house was
thrown into disorder, and the people in the pit were
fain to rise.*’®
It is quite probable that Pepys did not enjoy the play on this
very account.

For he later changed his tones

"Carried ray wife

to see the new play I saw yesterday; but contrary to expectation,
there I find The Silent Woman*

And the next day: "I never

was more taken Tdth a play than I am with this Silent Woman. as
old as it is, and as often as I have seen it*

There is more wit

in it than goes to ten new plays."'’®

The east that Pepys saw, according to Downes* notes on the
Restoration stage, is as followss

•
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■

.

.t. ,

.

,

■

•

Morose — Cartwrights True-lit — lohunt Sir Amorous
La-Foole —* Wintershalls Sir John Daw — Shatterel*
Capt. Otter — Lacy* Cleriraont — Burt* Sir Dauphin©
Eugenie — Kynastom Epleoene — Mrs, Khep: Mrs, __
Otter — Mrs. Coreys lady Haughty -- Mrs* Rutter* "
We Bay be reasonably sure that this cast was repeated, with pos¬
sible minor changes, in subsequent performances.

For the play

of The Silent Woman was the sole property of the Royal playersj
and these players, who were gradually becoming familiar spectacles
Of audiences at the King's house, usually took up one line of
characterization, and aided thus in establishing those “stock”
characters which appear in comedy after comedy, in tragedy after
tragedy, during these forty years. The practice was without
doubt partly responsible for the emergence and growth of the
“star” — and may best be illustrated by a story, typical of the
age, which is told of Sandford, "an excellent Actor in disagree¬
able Characters*" Once, in a new play, he was cast for an honest
man* The audience waited impatiently until he should throw off
his mask of 'virtue and appear a villain} and then, disappointed
of their hope and expectation, they finally daisied the play al¬
together#^® This meant that the management was forced to cast
Sandford always for evil parts. Hearly all of the actors of
Restoration times were in Sandford rs situation! few like Kyhaston
and Betterton were versatile enough to take either serious or
comic roles#
A close examination of the professional reputations of those
who took part in Boicoene reveals much that is interesting and in¬
formative not only about the individual actors, but also about
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Restoration acting in general*

Mrs, Knep was the first actress

to assume the title-role — and the occasion marked her debut on
the stage of the Theatre Royal as a member of the King’s company*^
Pepys afterwards jots down some interesting notes concerning her
personality and talents.

On December 6, 1665# he made her acquain¬

tance at Iiis friend Mrs* Pierce’s# and thought her "pretty enough,
but the most excellent, mad-humoured thing, and sings the noblest
that ever I heard in my life,"

A month later he records the

"perfect pleasure" it gave him at Brouncker's to "hear her sing,
and especially her little Scotch song of ’Barbary Allen’
She seems to have visited his wife on February 23, 1665-6, which
was Pepys* birthday, and he spent the whole night talking with her
and teaching her his song "Beauty, retire," which she made "go
most rarely."64 He admired her in the part of the Widow in
Beaumont and Fletcher’s Scornful Lady;6$

in the Widow’s part in

Pletcher and Massinger’s The Custom of the Country;^ in "Mrs*
Weaver’s great part" in Dryden’s Indiana ISsperor;67 and her singing
in FletcheHs The Humorous lieutenant and The Chances. a comedy
*

by the Duke of Buckingham,

With Hell Gwyn she spoke the pro¬

logue to Sir Robert Howard’s Great Favourite« or The Duke of
lerraa, on 20 February, l66?-8, "most excellently, * * , beyond
69
any creature" Pepys had "ever heard,"
And in The Heiress,
2 February, 1668-9, she entranced him with her singing and a wink
_ 70 1
from the stage*
Mrs, Knep must, indeed, have been an actress of
great personal charm and magnetism; her vivacious manner certainly
attracted Pepys, who seems always glad of an opportunity to praise
her.

Whether or not she possessed real histrionic ability is a
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matter for conjecture.

Like her successful sisters of the Res¬

toration stage, she probably gained her following at the Theatre
Royal by sheer force of personality— a little talent and a great
deal of charm,

lilliam Cartwright, who played Morose, was a bookseller as
well as actor, presumably the son of William Cartwright, also an
actor, who flourished at the end of the sixteenth century and the
beginning of the seventeenth and is mentioned under the date 1598
in the diary of Philip Henslowe,^

The first recorded perform¬

ance of the younger Cartwright after the Restoration took place
about 1663 in the Theatre Royal,

On this occasion he played

Corbaccio in Volponej and subsequently, appeared as Morose and
Sir Epicure Mammon in The Alchemist,^

In the

Rehearsal.

given

at the Theatre Royal in 1671, Cartwright, who played Thunder, is
addressed by name by Bayes, "Mr, Cartwright, pr’ythee speak that
73
a little louder, and with a hoarse voice,"'
as a good actor; ^

Downes speaks of him

Davies, in his Dramatic Miscellanies, mentions

Cartwrights Morose and his Falstaff, and says "little is heard
of him,

while Aubrey considered him "an excellent actor,

It is probable that Cartwright, who was a man of substance, re¬
tired from the stage very early.
heard of him in this profession.

For after 1675 nothing more is
77

Pepys had seen Michael Mohun for the first time at the Verestreet Theatre on 20 November, 1660 in the Beggar’s Bush of
Fletcher and Massinger, and noted that he was declared to be "the
best actor in the world.Not long afterwards he was playing im¬
portant parts in Jonson's great comedies!

True-Wit in Etdcoene.

71

Face in The Alchemist, and Volpone in The Fox.
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Rymer praised

Mohun and Hart as Melantius and Amintor in The Maid’s Tragedy.
saying, "There TO have our Roscius and Aesopus both on the stage
together,"8®

Proof of the estimation in which Mohun was held by

Charles is supplied in the fact that when the king, finding his
court attacked to his face by Lacy in Howard*s Change of Crones,
forbade the players acting again, Mohun obtained a reversal of
Cl
the decision, except so far as that special play was concerned*
Downes declares that he was eminent for Volpone, Face, Melantius,
Mardonius, Cassius, Clyius, Mithridates, etc,, and says:
An eminent poet L Lee ? seeing him act this last
tMithridates 3 , vented suddenly this saying, 0 lohun,
Mohun! Thou little man of mettle, if I should write
§2
a hundred plays, I’d write ^always3 a part for thy mouth.
Powell, in his dedication of The Treacherous Brothers, speaks of
Mohun and Hart ’by their good acting being more substantial patrons
of the authors than the greatest name in the frontispiece of a
83
dedication,*

Dryden said of Mohun that Mature "bid him speak

as she bid Shakespeare write," and satirised the "cripples in
their art" who
Mimick his foot but not his speaking partj
Let them the Traytor or Volpone try!
Could they
^
Rage like Cethegus, or like Cassius die?8*
Wright spoke of Mohun with Hart, Burt, and others, as much superior
85
to the actors of subsequent days, ■ while Steele, in the Tatler
of November

26,

1709 says:

My old friends, Hart and Mohun, the one by his natural
and proper force, the other by his great skill and art,
never failed to send me home full of such ideas as af¬
fected my behaviour, and made me insensibjy more courteous
and humane to my friends and acquaintances.8®
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Mohun was, by all odds, the most illustrious name connected with
the Royal troupe and very probably deserved the high praise that
he received on every hand*

William Win ter shall,who acted the part of La-Foole, was a
popular and talented comedian# well-known for his interpretation
of a number of famous clowns and fops.

Dennis praised his Slender;
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Pepy3, under date 28 April, 1668, saw Love in a Maze*' and declared
"very good mirth of Lacy the clown, and lintersall the country
knight, his master.”

88 Johnson, a character in the Rehearsal says,

“Mr. William Wintershull has inform’d me of his play before,'1^
And a note in the key to the Rehearsal tells us that "Mr, Wm.
Wintershull was a most excellent, judicious actor, and the best
instructor of others,”7

Davies chronicles that he was the first

King in King Henry IV after the Restoration, and says that he was
so celebrated for the part of Cokes in Jenson's Bartholomew Fair
that the public preferred him, even to Hokes in the character,^
Apparently he was of ability to do full justice to the personality
of Sir Amorous*

Wintershall’s comic partner, Lacy, whom Pepys had also praised
in Love in a laze, was seen as the bibulous Captain Otter*

Ac¬

cording to the Lives and Characters of the English Dramatic Poets.
^acy was an actor "of a rare shape of body and good complexion,"
who had also been for sometime a dancing master.Jonson is sup¬
posed to have obtained from him Yorkshire words and proverts for
his Tale of a Tub.

After the Restoration, the former dancing master

speedily rose to be one of the chief supports of the King’s Men,

'
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and retained Ids connection with them until his death.

Pepys,

who bears constant testimony to his merits, saw him on June 12,
1663 as Teague, an original part in the Committee of Sir Robert
Howard.

He calls it "a merry but indifferent play,” adding "only

Lacey's part, an Irish footman, is beyond imagination."^

Lacy

seems to have been something of a dramatist as well as actor and
dancer

his best play being The Old Troop, or Monsieur Raggou.

in which he used his experiences during the civil war, giving an
exaggerated and farcical description of the repute in which the
cavalier troops were held by the country folk.

On 31 July, 1668

Pepys writes.
To the King's house to see the first day of'Lacy’s
Monsieur Eaggou, now new acted. The king and court
all there mighty merry; a farce,
Domes commends Lacy’s acting of Scruple in the Cheats, Jonny
95
Thump.,, Teague, and Bayes.
Langbaine says that Lacy "performed
all parts that he undertook to a miracle," and adds that he was
"apt to believe that the age never had, so the next never will
have his equal, at least not his superior,

Lacy," continues

Langbaine, "was so approved by Charles II that the King caused
his picture to be drawn in three several figures in the same
table."^ And the picture is still at Windsor Castle — a tribute
to the talents and reputation of that comedian.
Kynaston, as we have seen, had already made quite a name for
himself in the title-role of Bpicoene,

lie was one of the finest

actors of Restoration times — and undoubtedly found it easy to
carry off the part of Dauphine Eugenie with great aplomb,

Con-
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corning the remaining comedians, Burt, Shatterel, Mrs# Corey, and
Mrs# Rutter, we have very little information#

Their names appear

in lists of plays given by the Royal troupe; and Wright spoke of
Burt along with Hart, Mohun, and others as much superior to the

-i ■ ; 97

actors of subsequent days*

General lack of critical comment,

however, would seem to indicate that they were not particularly
outstanding#

Looking at Restoration acting as a whole — we can but con¬
clude that the constant change of repertoire, which was the order
of the day at both playhouses, undoubtedly demanded from per¬
formers a considerable ability, if they were satisfactorily to
carry on day after day#

The age teems with tragic and comic

actors, who judging fro® all accounts, were worthy of the highest
praise the Restoration critics could give them — that they were
able by their interpretation of the poets* lines to hold the at¬
tention of an audience of gallants, who sat indifferent and cynical
in pit and side-box and galleries*

We hear of cases, nevertheless,

when the actors, as Pepys says, “were at fault,“ and one comedy
at least, in the opinion of that gentleman, was “damnably acted
at the Theatre Royal in Drury Lane*"
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Some of the players were

lazy — like a certain actor who never bothered about learning his
lines#

When, he slipped up he would murmur, "Gdsol

I believe I

am a little wrong here," and the audience would forgive
The theatres were still very badly lighted — by candles

him.99
JLOO

— and

a flicker of expression, the slight reaching out of a hand — which
can tell so much on the screen or in the theatre now — would have
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been lost to these spectators.

Rehearsals were hasty* and handy

methods for getting effects v?ere often resorted toj

101

especially were prone to use all the reliable tricks.

comedians
"Claptrap"

was one of their slang terms* meaning literally any procedure to
trap applause,

Theirs was a calling that unquestionably had its

vanities, its emotions turned on at the spigot.

Yet in a profession

so conducted there were many individuals who could not be satisfied
with mere tricks and dodgesj Betterton, Kynaston, and Mohun among
others stand for the intensity of attention which they fixed on
their work*

On December 10, 1666 The King’s players were called upon
to present Epicoene a second time before his Majesty and other notables at the Coekpit-in-Court,
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Evidently the actors lost their

day at the Theatre Royal in order to give Jonson’s comedy on this
occasion, for, according to the Lord Chamberlain’s records, they
received twenty pounds, the sum regularly allowed when a production at court Interfered with the schedule at the public theatres.
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The king and queen were also present at a performance of our play
On January 15, 1685 at the Theatre Royal} this was perhaps a rather
special occasion, too, for his Majesty made the actors a present
of five pounds over their regular receipts,^

In the meantime,

Pepys continued to record his impressions of The Silent Woman,
apparently liking it more every time he saw it.

On September 19,

1668 he wrote*
To the King’s playhouse, and there saw The Silent Woman.
the best comedy, I think, that ever was wrote} and sit¬
ting by Shadwell the poet, he was big with admiration of
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!

It.
Here was ny Lord arouncker and i i. Pen and their
ladies in the box • • • Khep did. her part mighty well.-^5
It was at this time also that Dryden was writing unstinted praise
of the play in his prefatory essays.

The preceding account will perhaps give some idea of the atti¬
tude- of Restoration theatre-goers toward Jonson and his drama of
The Silent Woman;

the numerous revivals are especially signifi¬

cant in view of the rapid change of program and never-ending:.search
for novelty which characterize that period immediately following the
Puritan regime.

Dramatic literature of the years 1660-1700 is

fairly vast, and there were, itownes tells us, "plenty of new
Poets," — professional and courtly writers all flocking to give
their work to the playhouse.

iOS

But no play, however brilliant,

however splendidly produced, however popular by means of poetic
beauty or of immoral suggestion, was allowed to survive over a
few performances,10^

Certainly, if new plays could be thus summari¬

ly dismissed, the record of Koicoene in this period is, indeed,
remarkable, and offers unquestionable proof of its immense popu¬
larity.
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III

During the eighteenth century Epicoene continued to be repre¬
sented on the stage by leading actors and actresses to the time of
Garrick,

nevertheless, there are few records of performances in

this period as compared with the Restoration, and critical material
is scant.

In the first half century the general history of the

theatre was undergoing many changes, which serve to mark it out
from the Restoration, and which naturally affect the reception of
our play to a very great extent.

It will, of course, be necessary

to take note of these general changes in connection with the
historical data of Jenson*s comedy.

The years 1700-1750 in the theatre were a period of decay
and disintegration in many ways.

Yet interest in drama was more

wide-spread than it had ever been before — a fact which was due
chiefly to the gradual breaking away of drama from court atmosphere
and the inclusion in the playhouse of elements calculated to
please the new and growing trading class,

Pantomime and Italian

opera began to usurp the attention of fashionable bourgeois play¬
goers and to break down their desire for the more legitimate forms
of drama, Sentimentalism was steadily gathering way and banish¬
ing laughter from the stage, while classicism, imported from
Prance, was driving out the more natural expression of true emotion.
Of course, the whole of sentimentalism and of bourgeois tragedy,

the latter interpreted on the stage in the pseudo-classical spirit
that was becoming so fashionable in the theatre of that time, is to
be associated with the rise of the middle class.

It will be seen
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at once that these influences — kept away from the drama in the
days of diaries II — run counter to the spirit of the Jonsonian
.comedy of humours, and would inevitably bring about a decline in
the popularity of that type*

There are two interesting contemporary pronouncements that
not only reveal a consciousness in the minds of so ms critics at
least of the change which had come over the theatres, but also
show ua the character of the audience of the first half of the
eighteenth century*

The first is in Dennis* The Comical Gallant

where the dramatist contrasts the audience of Charles II*s time
with that of his own day*

The former spectators, he believes,

had been more intelligent} they had been capable of judging for
themselves on the merits of playsj now there were too many counterattractions and too naich business to be done to leave their minds
free.'*’

What those attractions and that business were is ex¬

plained to us by Steele in the Tatler:
The Place (Drury Lane) is very much altered since Mr*
Dryden frequented it; where you used to see Songs,
Epigrams, and Satyrs, in the Hands of every Man you
met, you have now only a Pack of Cards; and instead
of the Cavils about the Turn of the Expression, the
Hegance of the Style, and the like, the Learned now
dispute only about the Truth of the Gams.*
The audience was as dilettante, as little serious, as the audi¬
ence of Dryden; it was, at the same time, more frivolous and not
by ary

means so intelligent*

Its tastes are pointed out in a

play called The Cares of Love by Chaves, a writer who had evident¬
ly felt the evils of this fashionable and would-be fashionable
audience:
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The homely Treat of Hataro ne’er vdll hitj
That ’s too Mechanic,. and too obsolete
To please Our finer Taste of Box and Pit , . .
Old Shakespear’s Genius How is laid aside,
And Johnson’s Artful Scenes in vain are- try’ds
Otway and Wycherley, tho’ Bards Divine,
Whose Hervous Passion, Wit and Humour^chine,
To empty Benches, to Our Cost we Play*^
The fashionable set seem to have still regarded the playhouse as
something of their om*

Continual disturbances, riots, and duels

in the theatre put it in much the same position in which it had
been during the Restoration,

4

The old habit of having the

audience on the stage still prevailed and was destined to endure
on into the times of Garrick,

At Betterton’s famous benefit,

for instance, Steele tells'.us there had "not been known so great
a Concourse of Persons of Distinction • , .

The Stage it self

was covered with Gentlemen and Ladies, and when the curtain was
drawn, it discovered even there a very splendid Audience,”

5

To this audience largely was due the strange heterogeneity
of contemporary tragedy and of contemporary comedy*
and many tastes had to be satisfied.

Many minds

The middle classes, as we

have seen, were come to the theatre, and for them was penned the
bourgeois tragedy and the comedy of sentiment.
in tragedy existed for critics like Dennis,

Pseudo-classicism

.There were political

plays for everyone — and for those who desired merely to be amused
or have their senses tickled, the pantomime, the ballad-farce, and
the opera.

For several of the old courtiers of Charles, who sur¬

vived with Betterton to recall ancient days, were preserved the
comedies of manners with their many dubious situations and risky
amours — and to a lesser extent, the comedies of humours as ex-
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amplified by Epicoene.

Of the theatre itself not so much need be said as of the
theatre of the Restoration, because managers of 1750 were employ¬
ing much the same effects and were utilizing the same ‘’machines**
and conventions as were employed by those of 1670,

Fundamentally,

the interiors of the playhouses remained unchanged.

There were

still the rows of buses, still the slightly immoral galleries,
still the apron stage, still the proscenium doors.

6

The greater

part of the business of each piece went on in the same way towards
the front of the stage.

Again and again we find the old stage-

directions bidding characters to "come forward,» especially after
any sort of "discovery" towards the back of the stage.

7

As in the

earlier days, the normal scenic system was a simple one of flats
and wings, but supplemented now by the use in spectacular produetions of "cloths1" and set-pieces.

g
Beyond the usual interiors

and views of London, the scenes we find referred to again and
again in plays of the early eighteenth century are the very scenes
which appeared in one Restoration play after another.

Professor

Nicoll, in his study of eighteenth century drama, tells us:
They come into tragedy and tragi-comedy and balladopera and farce with a monotonous frequency, so that
we are led to believe that the actual painted scenes
were utilised Over and over again, and maybe written
up to by far-sighted dramatists.'
That this supposition is not merely a fanciful one is proved by
the fact that in 1715, Gibber advertised a performance of Macbeth
"with all the Original Decorations of Scenes, Dances, Risings,
Sinkings, and Flyings of the Hitches,w

10
Moreover, when Settlers
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The Bteoresa of Morocco was revived at Drury Lane on August 2#
1704# it was advertised in The Daily Courant.
• • • as it was perform’d several times at Court,
by Persons of Groat Quality, before Ms lateMajesty King Charles II, with all the Scenes which
were originally represented in it when acted at
the Theatre, particularly the Fleet of Ships# and
the Hell Scene*
':?t
There seems to have been hardly any change in costuming either —
i

eaceept# perhaps#- in a- few tragedies which now affected- a semblance
of’ historical accuracy*. Actually# historical costuming'was not
employed to any extent until after Garrick's time — in the last
quarter of the eighteenth century*

12

Wo are undoubtedly safe in

assuming that Etdcocne was always represented until that time in
contemporary clothes a la mode*

It will be seen that although

the atmosphere of the eighteenth century theatre was nearer to
modem times# it was still clinging to the ancient customs which
had been in vogue not only in the time of Charles II but even in
that of Charles 1*
Under these general conditions Jonson's comedy of The Silent
Woman was performed until 1776 — apparently with success*

The

precedent set in giving Epicoene to an actress was followed in
January of the year 1707# when Ann Oldfield acted the part at the
Raymarket*

On this occasion# Betterton, perhaps the greatest of

all actors of the East-oration, appeared as Morose*

He was quite

old by this time, but still a commanding figure on the stage.
Booth, Betterton's pupil# was also in the cast# playing the role
of Sir Dauphins*

Others were Wilks in the part of True-fit,

Bullock as La-Foole, and Colley Cibber, actor# dramatist, and man-
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ager, as Daw,

13

In view of the fact that there are so many theatrical memoirs
of this age, from Cibber* s Apology down to the briefest of bio¬
graphical sketches and the bitterest of controversial pamphlets,
it would be a waste of time to rechronicle all of the virtues
assigned to various actors and actresses.

It will be profitable!

however, to indicate some of the tendencies of those actors and
actresses in so far as they have a bearing upon the history of
our play.

By the time of Betterton* s death in 1710 — three years after
the abovementioned performance —* acting had begun to slip down
the incline of an artistic slump, for the English stage was getting
away from life.

Players adopted what they called an elevation of

the voice, a practice borrowed from Frame, where under Louis XI?
the grand maimer had long been cultivated*

This alternate eleva¬

tion and depression of the voice produced a sort of theatrical in¬
toning, considered the acme of elegance in tragedy and heroic
verse, which along with sentimental comedy was rapidly gaining the
ascendant over pure comedy.

In the thirty-one years that inter¬

vened between Betterton and Garrick, English playing was increas¬
ingly uninspired.

Declamation roared while passion slept, ob¬

served Dr, Johnson,*^

Comparatively few theatregoers of the era,

however, could detect even the snores of passion because the center
of the stage was so resoundingly occupied by hardworking elocu¬
tionists,

Barton Booth was Betterton*s pupil, but even his most

ardent partisans agreed that he never equalled his teacher.

Perhaps
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this situation tras not so much the fault of the pupil as of the
time in which he lived.

How could any young person avoid suc¬

cumbing, just then, to the pseudo-classical spirit that had been
creeping into the theatre.

Everybody said it was so refined.

you didn’t like it, you weren’t “modern.”
a. bit ashamed of Elizabethan farce.

If

the newer people were

It Is perhaps needless to

observe that the spirit of the Jonsonian comedy of humours was
decidedly out of place in this atmosphere.

Subsequent history of Epicoeno bears out the expected decline
in its popularity on the eighteenth century stage.

ffe find little

that is worthy of note in the few performances which followed that
of 1707.

Actresses continued to essay the part of Epicoene.

Mrs.

Thurmond appeared in the role at Drury Lane on October 9* 1731,
along with Colley Gibber, who played Sir John Daw, and Theophilus
Cibber, his son, v.ho, Davies tells us, acted Sir Amorous La-Foole
n

with vivacity.”

Others of the east were Johnson — Morose, Wilks —

True-Wit, Shepherd — Tom Otter,

Oates — Gutbeard, Bridgewater —

Dauphine, Mills — Clerlmont, Mrs. Wetherhilt — Mrs. Otter, Mrs.
Shiroburn — Lady Haughty, Mrs. Grace —* Mrs. Centaurs, and Mrs.
Butler — Mrs. Mavis

Davies says that Johnson “eoscelled

particularly” in Jenson’s plays and “above all” in the part of
Morose.

16

Mrs. Butler was Epicoene at the sane theatre on February

18, 1738, when it was thought necessary to include Damon and
Phillida on the same bill as an added attraction to insure a full
house.
Genest:

The cast of The Silent Woman on this occasion is given by
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Morose — Johnson : Truev&t — Mills s Sir Anurous
La-Foole — Miller i Sir John Daw — Gibber : Otter —
Harper : Cutbeard — Hacklin * Clertoont — Sright s
Dsuphine — Havard' : Lady Haughty — Mrs. Pritchard :
Mrs. Otter — Mrs, Grace.-*-?
On January 26 of the following year Eoicoene was repeated at Drury
Lane with Woodward and Shepherd as La-Foole and Otter respectively}
theirs are the only names that have case down to us from this performance.

Hannah Pritchard took over Spicoene for the actor Woodward’s
benefit at Covent Garden on April

17* 1745*

19

her fame in other

Jonsonian roles seems also to have been widespread.

20

Woodward

acted Sir Amorous, Theophilua Cibber, Sir John, and Miss Hippisley*
Bol Mavis*

Woodward* quick-change artist bag excellence, reappeared

as Harlequin in the Rape of Proserpine, an added attraction on

21
this occasion.

11,

In

1752

on October

27

and

31*

and

November 1

and

Hrs* Pritchard played Epicoane again, this time to lates*

Morose.

According to the playbill, which is quoted by Dougald

MacMillan in his Drury Lane Calendar, the rest of the cast ran as
follows:
Sir John Daw, Woodward; Sir Amorous La-Fool, Shuter;
Dauphine, Havard; Clerimont, ’Serose; Truevrit, Palmer;
Otter, Berry; Gutberd, Davies; Lady Haughty, Mrs. Clive;
Centaur, Mrs, Bennet; Mavis, Mrs, Price; Mrs. Otter,
Mrs. Cross.22
23
Genest says that Palmer played True-Wit very well.

Some attempt

must have been made at historical costuming on this occasion for
the play is advertised as including “Characters new Dress’d after

2A
the manner of the Tin®,"

Evidently enough time had elapsed by

now for the dress of Jenson*s day to seem quaint and attractive
to eighteenth century spectators.
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It mas at the tins of this last performance that David
Garrick was attaining a foothold on the stags — and beginning
to undermine ths grandiloquent technique that Booth and Quin
believed in.

To Garrick has been attributed a revival of interest

in the Elisabethan drama* particularly that of Shakespeare.

This

revival may be ascribed to his excellent histrionic interpretation
of various Shakespearean and Jonsonian roles* but not to Ms
literary interest in these authors* as some biographers would have
us believe*

We have but to examine his own stage-adaptations

and alterations of the old masters to confirm this point,

to

January 13* 1776, Garrick, with the aid of George Colman* launched
a carefully-prepared production of The Silent Woman —

altered

to suit "the town’s" ideas of propriety.The Jacobean comedy
had entirely lost Its hold on the play-going public by this times
an altered society judged its situations objectionable, its
language coarse, and its Latin quotations pedantic and unintel¬
ligible,

So Colman set to work to prepare a suitable stage-adap¬

tation of Jonson’s comedy while Garrick managed the staging#

The

former began his job by cutting out the old prologues and sub¬
stituting on© of his own, the quoting of which will reveal better
than much comment the spirit and method of the revision:
PROLOGUE
Written by George Colman, and
Spoken by Sr. Palmer.
Happy the soaring bard who boldly wooes,
And wins the favour of, the tragic onset
He from the grave may call the mighty dead,
In buskins and blank verse the stage to tread;
On Pompeys and old Caesars rise to fame,
And join the poet’s to th* historian’s name.
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To cornick fiit, alas! Whose eagle eyes
Pierce Nature thro’, and mock the time * s disguise,
Whose pencil living follies brings to view,
Survives those follies, and his portraits too;
like star-gaaers, deplores hie luckless fate,
For last year’s Almanacks are out of date.
"The Fox, the Alchemist, the Silent Woman,
Done by Ben Jonson, are out-done by no man.11
Thus sung in rough, but panegyrick, rhimes,
fhe wits and criticks of our author*s times.
But now we bring him forth with dread and doubt,
And fear his learned socks are quit© worn out,
fhe subtle Alchemist grows obsolete,
And Orugger's humour scarcely keeps him sweet.
Tonight, if you would feast your eyes and ears,
Go back in fancy near two hundred years;
A play of Ruffs and Farthingales review,
Old English fashions, such as then were new!
Drive not Tom Otter’s Bulls and Bears away;
Worse Balls and Bears disgrace the present day.
On fair Collegiates let no erf.tick frown!
A Ladies* Club still holds its rank in town.
If modem Cooks, who nightly treat the pit,
Do not quite cloy and surfeit you with wit,
Frcsa the old kitchen please to pick a bit!
If once, with hearty stomachs to regale
On old Ben Jonson*s fare, tho* somewhat stale,
A meal on Bobadil you deign’d to make,
,
Take Epieoene for his and Kitely * s sake! Zi>
Within the play Colman made many changes.

Act ¥, Scene 2, in

which Dauphlne is interviewed by the Collegiates, is cut out; the
last scenes of this act have been greatly abbreviated; and the
tone of idle denouement is altered by mollifying Dauphlne * s last
speech to his uncle, and cutting down True-lit*a final remarks.
Single speeches are omitted for their coarseness, or because their
interest is obsolete*

A great many of the oaths are omitted,

while those remaining are changed to modern by-words or inter¬
jections,

Archaic words and expressions like "Stolcitie," "a

decameron of sport,” mid “wind-sucker" lose their place.

Local

allusions are modernised: for "him o’ the sadlers horse," Colman

m
substitutes "St. George o' horseback at the door of an alehouse,"^
In short, the Jacobean flavor ms lost entirely in Colman*s "im¬
provement" on Jonson.

Garrick assigned the parts in this production as followsJ
“Sir Amorous, King; Morose, Bensley; Truewit, Palmerj Sir John,
Parsonsj Otter, Tatesj Epicoene, Mrs. Siddons,"
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In spite of very

careful planning on the part of Garrick, Colman, and others, the
play was doomed to failure.
no applause among those.

It drew few spectators, and kindled

After the first night Garrick substi-

tuted Lamash for Mrs, Siddons, but matters did not improve,
and finally he was forced to withdraw the play altogether.

29
Critics

repeat the statement that Garrick’s failure was due to the fact
that a boy’s role was interpreted by a woman.

It was an artistic

flaw, but Epicoene had been successfully interpreted by women ever
since 1664,
fault.

Besides, Lamash was obviously unable to correct the

There was a deeper-seated reason than the assignment of

parts or revision at the hands of Colman, although these may be
considered as contributing causes.

The play failed, as Miss Henry

has pointed out, because of ahchange of taste*
?fhat delighted the hearts of Charles II*s contemporaries
found little favour in the sight of George Ill’s. How
could a generation of fastidious men and women, a genera¬
tion of sentimentalists without keen sense of humour,
find "profit and delight" in Lady Haughty and her train,
and in the "noisy enormity" of Mrs. Otter and her
humorous "subject?" ^
A character in She Stoops to Conquer exactly expresses contemporary
opinion when he remarks that "the genteel thing is the genteel
thing anytime" in answer to his companion’s condemnation of "any
thing that’s low."^
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The failure of Bplcoene in 1776 marks the end of it a-t
Drury Lane.

There wa3 another attempt at a revival for Edwin’s

benefit as late as April 26, 1784 atCovent Garden with Booth as
Captain Otter, Mrs, Bates as Epicoene, and Edwin as

La-Foole.^2

Apparently it met with cold disapproval, for after this our playquitted the stage and was not seen again for over a century.

Jenson's comedy has, of late, been two or three times pre¬
sented on University stages with success, some portion of which
must, however, be attributed to historical and academic interest.
In 1895 on February 7# a class at the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts produced the play as adapted for them by Mrs* Richardson.-^
And her adaptation was reproduced at Harvard a month later, in the
typical Elizabethan manner with all the parts being acted by men.

34

Mrs* Richardson uses a different method from that of Oolman in
her adaptation of the play,

She cuts Act V, it is true, at almost

the same points as Dolman does} that is§ the confession drawn from
La-Foole and Daw is omitted and Dauphine's dialogue with the Collegiates and the discussion concerning the divorce are shortened.
She andts Act IX, Scene 6,

But as for archaisms, allusions, and

colloquialisms, they are left as Jonson used them.^

While Golman

made every effort to give the play a contemporary tone and color,
Mrs. Richardson asks the audience to change its usual point of
view and to enjoy the whole historically.

The merits of the latter

method, which preserves the integrity of the play, can hardly be
doubted.

CONCLUSION

We have attempted in this paper to develop the stage history
of Epicoene, or The Silent Woman in relation to the audiences,
the theatres, and the actors and actresses of various ages.

In a

larger sense, this discussion has been an effort to contribute to
the knowledge of Ben Jonson as a man of the theatre through an
account of the play which, of all his dramas, held the stage
longest.

It has been noticed that the latest edition of Jonson

contains no account of the theatrical histories of his plays*
There are a few cursory references, but the extremely important
revivals of his plays until the present time are ignored*

It can

but be considered that such an omission is a very serious fault
and materially impairs the value of the edition.

For, as showing

the vitality of genius, the theatrical histories of plays, their
life upon the stage, which is their appeal through the centuries
to contemporary audiences — and plays are written for the theatre,
not for the study — are essential to the full understanding
and appreciation of any dramatist and his work.

There is a widely held opinion that Jonson has always been
at his best on the printed page,

A great number of critics and

editors seem to have lost sight of the fact that many of his plays
were received not only In his own time but also in subsequent
generations with great applause*

Jonson was a scholar, to be sure,

but he never sacrificed the theatrical qualities

theatrical

in the most favorable sense — to literature or to study of
character.

And his appeal, with its underlying reasons and im~
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plications, to certain generations of theatre-goers is not only
an important but a necessary consideration in the study of his
drams*

Those who know his plays solely from a literary point of

view Bliss the playwright*s■real greatness.
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